How my fully vetted, carefully screened, law student/unicorn
girlfriend was secretly a prostitute and how a watch saved my life.
2169 upvotes | 1 February, 2019 | by Liquid_Leopard
TLDR; Read the title again.
First let me say I think it's extremely important we men share our horror stories, pics, memes and keep
talking here on MTGOW about how awful women are, whether seriously or with funny stuff. We have
new members daily, younger members with questions and advice concerns and I think hmwe need to keep
the fires and the anger stoked... keep fresh in our minds how women, their stupidity, selfishness, and hate
can ruin men's lives.
Too often we can be red pill but forget how monstrous women can truly be, or we harbor a little space
hoping we can find just one that can make us happy, if we could just find her. But let's keep. reminding
other members, it doesn't exist, it never did and it never will....
Here is my story as more proof.
The Setup I was a red pill reader and follower on various forums, but not yet fully MGTOW. I knew red
flags to watch for, not giving in to a woman's silly childish needs, and staying alpha and strong. At this
point in my life I was more or less subscribing to the PUA community and mind set; playing on women's
weaknesses to get laid and have fun. Then entered Lisa...my first, only, and last "unicorn".
I met Lisa on the Bumble dating app. She was a law student, pretty, and into motorcycle riding, crossfit,
video games... every single hobby I loved. She was basically a dude mindset in a hot girl with a nice rack.
She didn't exhibit all the bullshit needy things most women did, she seemed strong, independent, self
sufficient and intelligent. We went on a few dates and she never showed any signs or warnings that I had
read about or experienced in my past, things were as good as you could ever dream of and we really cared
for each other. As time went on, our feelings grew.
We dated for about a year, and she never brought up love or needing more than what we had. Things were
just good and she let them be what they were; she never wanted money, would often split the date costs or
sometimes treat me, and was damn near everything a guy would describe as perfect.
Her lease on her apartment ran out and we mutually discussed her moving it with me. We had been
together for about a year so far. To me, it felt like living with a guy best friend except I had access to the
hot pussy and half my rent covered. I knew I had strong feelings at this point, and she said the same, but
I'm a smart red pill, I never showed it, didn't white knight or have any blue pill habits. I figured she could
move in, I'd save half on rent/utilities, I'd be living with my best friend and sexy times were still going
great... so I said "fuck it" and she moved in with me.
Over the course of the next few months, things were amazing. We went to the gym together, cooked
dinner, hiked, rode motorcycles, and just enjoyed life as best friends that fucked and slept in the same
bed...again everything you could want from a woman. There were no new red flags or warning signs and
the sex didn't taper off, she wasn't a party girl, always wanted to hang out with me and our mutual friends,
and let me do as I pleased without nagging... nothing gave me any warning for what was to come. We
were even sharing I love you's at this point but not too mushy, just a few here and there.
The Escalation She had a conference in NYC for school and was going to be gone for a week. She was
from NYC so she mentioned she would be tacking on a couple days to her trip to see her mom. No
problem, off she went and I'd see her in a week. She messaged and we talked like normal and she said she
missed me and couldn't wait to get home and wanted to maybe take our relationship to the next level as
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being apart made her realize how important I was to her. Not sure what next level was, but I was happy to
hear it from her, it validated the feeling we had was mutual.
After her return, things were still great, we were happy, and life was looking up. Many in the PUA
community say that if you are careful, maintain a strong frame and make it clear you're the man and are
controlling the direction of your relationship, you can still find a girl you can marry or be happy with. My
mind started imagining this girl could maybe make me believe in love again. I started to consider
proposing.
The Mountain Garmin watches make a model called the Fenix 3. It's an activity watch my girlfriend
owned and had purchased one for me for Christmas. One feature it has, is connecting to your phone and
notifies and displays incoming texts. She and I would often message words of encouragement to each
other when we were doing marathons and the other wasn't able to participate.
One evening about a week after her latest visit to NYC, her watch starts buzzing like crazy next to me in
the living room while she was upstairs. This can happen when the watch goes in and out of the phone
Bluetooth range so I grabbed her watch to turn off BT since it was driving me nuts. that's when I saw the
latest text message she had received on the screen, she had forgotten turn off her texts to the watch...
"I can't wait to fuck you again too!" wait... what? I thought.
that fucking word was a nail in my eye... ... "again"
Gents, let me tell you, I've heard the expression "my world was spinning", but son, a fucking mountain
just... leveled... my... ass.
I had to sit back down my head was swimming so hard. I was smart enough to grab my phone from my
pocket and snap a pic of the watch face for proof so I couldn't get gaslit later, but everything after that
was like I was in a dream, I was in shock so deep. I recovered in a few minutes so I may have missed
some back and forth texts, more convo followed about when she was out of town, but no specifics. (Later
I found out this was an ex of hers who was married now but they wanted to re-live some old fun in a hotel
she got for them while in NYC. Bitch even paid for the room to get some ex-dick.)
It was late. She came down to kiss me goodnight to which I had enough sense to play it cool, and I said I
wasn't too tired so would stay up, watching TV downstairs. She went to bed and I just sat quietly crying
and raging for the next 2 hours, so angry and frustrated at myself for getting fooled and thinking she was
different, even with all the teachings of the red pill community. All my reading and research... feeling I
was smart and superior enough to not let this happen to me...all for nothing. I got played.
I was heartbroken. I lost my best friend, my love, my roommate and someone I wanted to spend so much
of my time with... someone with whom we had every passion, hobby and goal exactly the same in life.
Fucking gone in 1 text. Later that moment hurt me so much because I also new... finally knew... from
then on, I could never love or trust any woman ever again.
I felt alone, stupid and worthless.
After she was asleep, I snapped in to action. Again, knowing women light to gaslight, I went to grab her
iPad.
See, women may say they are crafty and smart, but men are smarter when we aren't being lied to or being
too trusting. I remembered she had an iPad she had let me use, and since she had an iPhone, I knew her
messages from her phone would sync with her iPad if from another iPhone. I dug around in the office and
found it, but it was pass code locked. 6 digits. surely she couldn't be stupid enough to use her day, month
last 2 digits of her birthday could she?
Yup. Dumb bitch.
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I started reading all her texts she'd sent over the time we dated and saw not only 3 other dudes she
was/had talked to, 2 of which she fucked in the last few months, but an odd message from a guy saying
how glad they had met on S.A., and where they could make arrangements to meet for coffee, to discuss
allowance. I knew she had an uncle that helped her with money for insurance since she was a borrowing
college student so maybe this was him. I was grasping for straws.
Not knowing what SA exactly was, I Googled "S. A." and the sugar daddy website Seeking
Arrangement" popped up. Still confused but now forming an idea of what was up, I created a quick fake
profile and did a search for her age within 1 mile of our zip code.
Nothing.
Checked within a mile of her parents zip code in NYC where she visits and stays when there. Bingo. My
girlfriend was a sugar baby, photo and all, and apparently was making arrangements while away from
home to score some quick cash. Lads, I actually started laughing and crying at the same time I was so
blown away from the craziness I was discovering. Talk about her being completely opposite from
everything I knew about her. It was complete Jekyll and Hyde shit here. I can honestly say I have never
been so blown away about what I thought she was and who she really was.
On day 3 I handed her the binder with the screen captures I printed at Staples, told her I was going to stay
with a friend and to have her shit gone by the weekend or I'd send copies to everyone she knew. She was
gone quickly and quietly.
Never heard a whisper from her again thank God... but the damage was done, I was wrecked. The
depression took months and months to recover from, the experience I never will. In hindsite this is good
because when you get burned and fooled this well, you don't believe any woman, ever again.
So guys, I consider myself very intelligent and knowledgeable in red pill theory, being smart about
dating, women and not getting hurt, yet I got leveled. What scares me to death is, had I not seen that
single text on her watch, I'd still be with her and perhaps married or even further tied financially with her.
This was a woman I could have thrown my life away on... a fucking whore for fuck sakes. Without that
one slip up by her, I'd have never known, and it's thanks to her watch and 1 text that saved my life.
MGTOW gents. MGTOW and AWALT, and never forget it.
Archived from theredarchive.com
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Comments
MrMagtow • 512 points • 1 February, 2019 01:45 PM

#1 Rule with women: She's not yours, it's just your turn.
Life Rule #1: If it Flies, Floats, or Fucks, it's cheaper to rent than purchase (renting is fully tax deducible,
depreciation is too, however you're paying insurance, maintenance, disposal, etc).
RiimoH • 135 points • 1 February, 2019 03:18 PM

So you say we should rent a boat?
1st10Amendments • 159 points • 1 February, 2019 03:35 PM

When I was in the USAF, my last supervisor was a female of about my age who was a single mom with a
mixed-race daughter of about 6 years of age. She (my supervisor) was either divorced or in the process.
I was nearing 30 and found her attractive, so I would talk to her every chance I got.
In the course of those conversations I found out that she had been a prostitute in Pittsburgh, PA.
newstartinvegas • 152 points • 1 February, 2019 04:30 PM

Your comment isn’t even boat related
[deleted] • 160 points • 1 February, 2019 04:49 PM

I see a sinking ship, I don't know what you're talking about.
Origami84 • 47 points • 1 February, 2019 04:58 PM

Buuuuuuuurn =)
Brad-Chadblood • 21 points • 1 February, 2019 05:49 PM

Kelso that you?
TheLastMgtow • 10 points • 1 February, 2019 08:33 PM

I see a captain save a hoe almost falling for it.
[deleted] 1 February, 2019 04:57 PM

[deleted]
[deleted] • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 10:31 PM

Women are like boats. They float where ever the current takes them, and if you poke a hole in
them they squirt.
1st10Amendments • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 12:25 AM

How about this? She was a little bit dingy.
CiceroVoltaire • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:45 PM

USAF does fly. And accepts hoes at least in Pittsburgh
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[deleted] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 04:09 PM

I just spit coffee out of my nose
jacketguy • 16 points • 1 February, 2019 06:03 PM

sometimes i think thats why we find them attractive, because their whoredom gives them some type
of intangible edge.. same w/ porn stars.. they have so much illicit sex that after a while they r just
sexually attractive even if they arent really pretty or cute
red_matrix • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:17 PM

This is great, and why me are always instantly attracted to sluts!
empatheticapathetic • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:20 PM

Could you elaborate on this?
jacketguy • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 08:43 PM

good question, this might sound crazy at first so please read it to the end before stopping
well umm..... i once heard someone say some ancient women used to attempt to ask beings of
lust to embody them because they would essentially make them more attractive to men..
maybe this was early geisha? i dont remember so dont quote me but it was something like that
but that is essentially what i believe happens today except we are now detached from this type
of esoteric knowledge
so like.. today, if a woman is a whore she will unknowingly be filled with demons of lust..
these will then “reward” her by somehow making her more attractive to men thereby
furthering the kingdom of darkness i.e. whoredom, prostitution, infidelity, abortion etc etc
so i believe this sort of thing happens to us today.. like i said, its intangible but people can
harbor spirits or demons or beings or whatever u want to call them and they have certain
influence or “help” in certain areas
i think oftentimes this is why porn women are so alluring, i dont think its just makeup and
boobs, i think they harbor the more (and stronger) spirits of lust.. which essentially enhances
them to us and calls loudly to our lower nature
an athlete could call a being of athleticism to embody them and receive aid on the field.. its
the same for sex appeal..... however these beings just attach to people imo without having to
be invited.. if a girl is a whore she will attract them automatically.. which in turn attracts us
especially if we operate in base desire
the most tangible way i can say this is... have u ever been able to tell a man is gay without
immediate evidence? have u ever been able to tell a female is a slut without immediate
evidence? if the answer is yes, u are seeing the spirits they carry
seekfart • 2 points • 6 February, 2019 03:16 AM

Nowadays, the trickier thing is to tell a female that isn't a slut
PlantsAreAliveToo • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:39 PM

So you're saying they get pretty good at what they do after they do it for a while? Makes perfect
sense.
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[deleted] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 06:48 PM

In neuroscience there is a term called sexual demand that is part of the trio that creates overall
significance of a specimen. The other two terms are dominance and food/resourcefulness. So a
porn star or any popular star would have the overall significance equalized extremely high due to
extremely high sexual demand. We are talking about actual biological terms in layman’s words.
All these three blocks are part of the complex that calculates biological significance- this
mechanism has actual physical areas in paleocortex and the significance is always compared and
calculated constantly by each vertebrae animal when dealing with another. Hence any extremely
popular slut or a mega smart scientist or a banker all will be high in overall significance but not
equally significant. But all will be attractive to opposite sex with less significance than them.
[deleted] • 17 points • 1 February, 2019 03:49 PM

Yes - maybe join a boat club where you pay a monthly fee and checkout a boat. My dad was in a sailing
club and we did this often:
massy525 • 24 points • 1 February, 2019 04:37 PM

Boat clubs can suck worse than buying FYI. You end up paying for lots of stuff and never get to use
it due to overbooking. Just some real world experience info. If they have lots of rules and a minimum
contract period there is probably a reason and its not in your favor.
EvilPencil • 12 points • 1 February, 2019 06:15 PM

Same with timeshares. People often pay money to GET RID OF THEM. Worse is inheriting one.
HelmutHoffman • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 10:44 AM

That's only if you're stupid enough to buy a scam timeshare.
CiceroVoltaire • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 08:59 PM

this. if you're after convenience, don't have space or not into taking care of a boat maybe.
I found a good boat, in good shape, for a good price, needed some minor work and maintenance
services. I need to replace a tire on the trailer which I just noticed. Nothing too expensive. I can
use it anytime too.
idontevenlift37 • 19 points • 1 February, 2019 04:30 PM

Boats n hoes
EvilPencil • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 06:16 PM

I got my flippy floppys.
Oh, different song.
SethYokami • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 10:27 PM

Did anyonr said sugarcane?
Neutral_User_Name • 8 points • 1 February, 2019 03:49 PM

You can rent a plane, too.
FwoGiZ • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 04:53 PM
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I was thinking exactly that lol...
Boats keep their value alright... I just bought a 20yrs old boat for more than I ever paid for any of my cars
... Prolly will sell in 5yrs for just as much as I paid with minor upgrades.
74374471 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 07:49 AM

Power or sail?
I had a lot of fun with a sailboat for two years. But between the marina fees being $2800 a year, and
an incompetent marina mechanic (ended up being a bent propshaft causing a water leak which I
finally found a decent mechanic to fix this simple problem) I was glad to be rid of it.
But fixing her up, and spending weekends on it with my nympho Asian girlfriend were brilliant.
TheRealF00l • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 05:51 PM

Those items are hard to maintain, expensive, and are not used often so it is a better investment to rent
them.
generalissimo_jones • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:33 PM

Depends what you are going to use it for. If you buy a boat, make it one big enough to live on and buy a
decent one you can look after. Boats are a shit load of work. If it's just a small boat for fun? Rent it. Or
build it yourself like my grandfather did. He actually sold his for more than it cost to build it after he had
20 years out of it.
TheNeedToLabel • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:48 AM

Or play Azur Lane, in which case you can oath those boats to your heart's content.
Disbursed-operant • 46 points • 1 February, 2019 05:02 PM

My mgtow response to your comment:
I have always HATED that sentiment (the #1 rule with women one). I always thought, "no, that's bullshit, I'll
find one who is loyal to me." I still get an electric shock of anger every now and then up my spine when I see
it, but being a rational man no longer given to thinking through the filter of ideology, even though it gives
me an icy shudder, i have to say that the evidence shows that it is a true statement. God dammit. But this is
the way of the world, and I cannot change nature.
So how will I deal with this anger? Well I used to drink or smoke weed and play video games until i fell
asleep in order to numb it. "Someday, I'll find one that proves them wrong." ... but the evidence....every one
o had been with was either cheating on me outright or behind my back with one or multiple men. .. the
evidence of not only what other people say but multiple, repeatable experience. ...
Finally, I dropped my pack. Realized no woman was worth the misery of it, and went mgtow.
Now, seeing your point #1 still annoys me because it's a point I truly wish were different. But it is a true
point. So how do i use that tiny push of anger that it causes me? Nowdays, i use any anger i feel as a tool. I
recognize all the anger I've felt in the day, and c ok msciously decide that if anger will be there, then by god
it will work for me or gtfo. So it gets me one, maybe two more reps on the bench press at the gym. It makes
me choose an extra 30 minutes of study time for my IT certifications, and it helps me choose the grilled
chicken salad conn salad with bacon and bleu cheese crumbles instead of a 6pack and a costco pizza.
As for your second point, yup it's absolutely true. Now if I find myself really wanting some pussy, I rent it.
Because shes never mine, its just my turn.
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deathtocontrollers • 9 points • 1 February, 2019 05:22 PM

I still get an electric shock of anger every now and then up my spine when I see it, but being a
rational man no longer given to thinking through the filter of ideology, even though it gives me an icy
shudder, i have to say that the evidence shows that it is a true statement. God dammit.
It's only an ideology because men have let it become one...
Disbursed-operant • 10 points • 1 February, 2019 06:00 PM

Hmmm I think there is some truth to that. Strong father figures are becoming less and less a force in
family dynamic, which opens the doors to having a generation raised that is conditioned into
believing it. After that inertia is in place and it just keeps going on and on until the guy wakes up or
accepts it as "just the way things are"
deathtocontrollers • 14 points • 1 February, 2019 06:02 PM

Men have the power to turn this world into whatever they want to be except a peaceful one
because peace between human beings is impossible.
Nov51605 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:10 PM

man, im inverting it - "I'm not hers - it's her turn" - FUCK THE OTHER WAY
[deleted] • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 10:52 PM*

well in committed relationships women are the disposable sex, considering they only bring their
womb/bodies to the table whereas men bring protection and providing which are necessary to
survival, not just to reproduction or even companionship.
you want a substitute for loyalty? That's easy. Just remain the only/best deal she can get and be
willing to let her go at any minute knowing she's just keeping your attention away from her 3
billion sisters.
she is not your mom. Her love and loyalty are dependent on what you provide her with. Your
attention is the prize of the relationship, its creative agent. You're the torch bearer, she's just a
womb bearer among many. You can light your own way and live off of your own abilities and
resources. She couldn't eat for a day without male support, in fact she wouldn't survive an hour.
i really think we males have the better end of the stick but hey go your own way
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:48 PM

why would you need a loyal woman in the first place?
just like "she's not yours, it's just your turn" you can be ready to replace her at any moment by two other
ones half her age
civilization is built upon putting limits upon female whoring. Dont expect a dog not to eat a steak while
you're not watching him. Keep women under control or know what you're in for.
BTW they themselves crave control, maybe because they know they need it more than we know it
ourselves.
Why is it that you need loyalty so bad that you decide to go mgtow when you realize you cant have it?
Loyalty is a male abstraction. Females are not males. You can use them or be used by them in various
ways, see them in various ways and choose to relate to them in various ways.
And yes you can go monk as well. But how is this gonna work if it's based on negative feelings?
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Disbursed-operant • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:57 PM*

Largely based in how I was raised and society reinforced the image of the traditional family and "till
death do us part" being a real thing, and Disney and movies going thick with "and they lived happily
ever afters".
It's a bitter pill when you realize that none of that is true. But life moves on.
Dont misunderstand this isnt something I brood over on a daily basis that takes up my time. It's more
like when I see it it's a reminder of the great lie I was told and how much time I had committed to
believing that lie.
Anger in and of itself is not a negative emotion. It's what you do with it that is either positive or
negative. It's a tool. Same as a hammer. If you give a hammer to one man, and he goes and starts
smashing up cars and windows and peoples skulls, that doesnt make the hammer a negative tool.
Likewise if you give a hammer to a man and he builds a house with it, the hammer was just a tool. It's
the motivations and actions that are positive or negative.
Sir_manalot • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 09:22 PM

This is a good lesson for you and everyone else here, your ego is your own worst enemy.
CBDOnMyMind3 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 09:35 AM

costco pizza
Bro you’re getting wayyy too real
[deleted] 1 February, 2019 05:23 PM

[deleted]
teslaistheshit • 48 points • 1 February, 2019 05:43 PM

Bring back at-fault divorces. Require blood tests for a marriage license as used to be before the 80's.
Remove alimony and make child support an expense reimbursed transaction. It'd still be a shit deal for
men but it would change women's behavior over night.
empatheticapathetic • 16 points • 1 February, 2019 08:22 PM

They’d find another way to fuck you over, even if just for the drama. That’s all it’s about at the end
of the day.
CBDOnMyMind3 • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 09:36 AM

True, but at least they’d be recognized for the powerless disloyal hoes they are
TyrannicalWill • 8 points • 2 February, 2019 01:52 AM

Remove alimony and make child support an expense reimbursed transaction.
This is genius.
Also there should be a cap on marital assets for divorce even if the husband was at fault. No bitch
deserves billions of dollars for being a housewife.
newMGTOW • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 05:36 AM

What's the blood test for?
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teslaistheshit • 4 points • 2 February, 2019 02:05 PM

STD proof. Women (and men) knew that if they had an STD show up in their blood test prior to
marriage their partner might have a change of heart. Simply put it made casual sex much riskier if
you wanted to get married.
markus_brutus • 22 points • 1 February, 2019 06:41 PM

This is only because men have decided on this
That is very true.
What happened when men lifted all restrictions and started writing laws specifically to favor them? They
showed us their true nature, they are whores.
We can continue on the road of being "equal" which means the death of the family and marriage or we go
back to the old ways, full control over their lives and societal shame.
deathtocontrollers • 13 points • 1 February, 2019 07:57 PM

I forgot the name of the philosopher who said this but once a society has become this promiscuous,
there is no going back. It will just collapse into oblivion. And then a new society will arise.
henvictor • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 07:31 PM

Check out the "4 horseman of the apocalypse" documentary. Part of that discusses the role
promiscuity played in the fall of each empire.
deathtocontrollers • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 07:33 PM

I will. Thanks for sharing. :)
[deleted] 1 February, 2019 08:58 PM

[deleted]
henvictor • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 07:36 PM

That;s kinda fucked up. If society didn't reward bad behavior, it would not be a problem. It's the lack
of social conditioning that allows them to regress into their base/animalistic mentality.
There's a similar argument for men, where they're be a lot more killing if we weren't taught better.
Women are more likely to conform than men, which is why social constraints/shaming would have
more of an impact on them. An example of how women conform to societal expectations is the
arbitrary "must be over 6ft" rule.
tchower • 5 points • 2 February, 2019 03:01 AM*

I saw a post on the red pill calling this a complete loser mindset “she’s not yours, just your turn”. But
after reading this guy’s story and all the other stories in the comments section and everything I’ve leaned
about woman “Alpha Fucks/Beta Bucks” I think this point is quite valid and well taken. If a hot girl can
have her cake and eat it too with sprinkles and toppings, she’ll get it because so many men are dumb
enough.
deathtocontrollers • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 03:02 AM
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LOL at the red pill sub.
tchower • 4 points • 2 February, 2019 03:11 AM

The Red Pill sub has some interesting posts, but some of those guys are still blue pilled.
deathtocontrollers • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 03:12 AM

Their minds are still focused on pussy. They swallowed red pills but they are still gynocentric.
tchower • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 03:49 AM*

A lot of them are red pilled to a certain extent like you said, but because their minds are so
enthralled over the pussy, they still believe in the idealism, and I honestly wonder what
guy has the time to always be dating multiple woman and fucking multiple woman
throughout the course of their life 24/7?
A hot girl has the time if she has a sugar daddy/beta bucks because she doesn’t have to
work or have any really cool or interesting hobbies except the gym to look hot and wear
mask up, and then set up a Tinder account or just stand around at a club and wait for men
to approach her. Bottom line: don’t trust a bitch ever.
I think the person’s point above is red pill because he admitted that he violated the
precondition of being outcome independent, so that’s the lesson to be learned.
Sir_manalot • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:20 PM

Yes and no.
Men do enable the bullshit (and started it) and have abandoned the brotherhood in hopes of getting more
pussy, but even if you did marry her and she never left you, your turn would still end.
deathtocontrollers • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 09:27 PM

Makes no sense because men could get more pussy if we stripped women of their rights. And our turn
would never end.
Sir_manalot • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 11:51 PM

Men hate easy pussy and always have, they then turn around to complain about how awful it is to
work so hard to get pussy. While wishing they didn't have to sacrifice so much to get pussy.
It is pretty dang silly honestly and most of it stems from men's innate desire to be slaves, to serve,
worship and provide for a women whom doesn't give a fuck about them.
Life would be so much better if we allowed easy methods of getting pussy at the very least (get
rid of incels and help build up the brotherhood again). But nah, you cannot brag about getting
more pussy (even if it is worthless) or control others if pussy was sold for what it is actually
worth.
deathtocontrollers • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 11:53 PM

I think it's because a lot of men are indoctrinated to think that being a real man means being
able to get the hard to get pussy. I think a man free of such garbage inside his head, would
appreciate all the easy pussy in his life.
[deleted] 1 February, 2019 08:14 PM
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[deleted]
deathtocontrollers • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 08:15 PM

If all men were in on it, then no man would go to jail though.
CeleritySteam • 36 points • 1 February, 2019 02:50 PM

Let's not forget that all females are prostitutes.
pahike • 34 points • 1 February, 2019 04:29 PM

My grandfather had a saying. If it’s got tits or tires it’s gonna give you trouble.
74374471 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 08:02 AM

But in time cars have become much more reliable, women have gone the other way.
duckduckgoit • 39 points • 1 February, 2019 03:54 PM

If you’re going to steal a bad ass quote from Ballers, at least quote it right....
“Trust me gentleman, never buy a depreciating asset: if it drives, flies, floats or fucks - lease it!” - the
motherfucking Rock
RoboMandrake • 7 points • 1 February, 2019 10:03 PM

That phrase is quite a bit older than the Ballers movie. I first encountered it in an excellent little tome
called "The Predatory Female" - and that was 25 years ago. The form there was "if it flies, floats, or fucks
its cheaper to rent".
74374471 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 07:57 AM

Leasing a car is not cheaper than buying, I only buy used, 2-5 years old.
alexyong342 • 15 points • 1 February, 2019 03:24 PM

Words of wisdom indeed, senpai
MattFoley79 • 9 points • 1 February, 2019 06:03 PM

So I can write off my hooker expenses?
LuvMeTendieLuvMeTrue • 7 points • 1 February, 2019 07:03 PM

That would be glorious.
Puig_Destroyer • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 09:30 PM

1 Rule should be: Just don’t.
CBDOnMyMind3 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 09:39 AM

This is something I struggle with as a MGMOW. On one hand, I’ve written off women. On the other
hand, sometimes I’m pretty horny and have a couple spare bucks. I see the value in buying a hooker. In
all my research, I really haven’t heard too many horror stories, surprisingly. I also respect the
transactional dynamic. They have something that i’d like to rent, and as long as they’re not a pain in my
ass, they can make some honest money off me.
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okaybody • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 06:12 PM

Do you know where i can get the rest of these rules?
JaeWolves • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 08:08 PM

New rule: it’s their turn.
CiceroVoltaire • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 08:42 PM

I don't know about flying, but I bought a boat.
Much cheaper than my ex, even if it sinks and is a total loss. I'll be buying more boats in the future.
MGTOWManofMystery • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 09:21 PM

Does that apply to drives? Cheaper to rent cars and motorcycles? I guess probably so. But still cool to buy
vehicles if that is your thing (hobbies that you like to spend money on).
Sea2Chi • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 09:33 PM

Poor OP....
I think you may have just advised we rent his ex girlfriend.
r1chten • 358 points • 1 February, 2019 03:29 PM

She was gone quickly and quietly. Never heard a whisper from her again
this hurt reading. your time/money/emotional investment...gone. im peeved for you.
sorry to hear this man!
Gibits • 131 points • 1 February, 2019 04:34 PM

Can’t think like that. Think of all the heartache he saved himself for the future.
beenthere789 • 36 points • 1 February, 2019 05:38 PM

Well said sir! Gotta look at the longterm and big picture.. Based on my last relationship have made the
full conversion to mgtow.. And getting rid of Old as well. It hard, but worth it.. Loving myself was the
hardest thing I have done.. Was not brought up that way and suppose to take care of women and be a
prince.. All bs.. Doesn't mean you have to be an ass hole... But the epiphany is who is going to love you
more than yourself??? Who?? No one!!! Freedom and peace follow my brothers,
[deleted] • 33 points • 1 February, 2019 09:36 PM

Can’t think like that. Think of all the heartache he saved himself for the future.
And the expense as well. Dating a lawyer would be one of the riskiest things a man can do. She's a
professional liar, she either knows a myriad of ways to screw you over legally or has easy access to
people who will help her do it pro bono, and if she's pretty like OP said, she probably comes with an ego
and attitude that'd fill a small stadium.
Didn't sound like she let her behaviour slip at all in OP's story, she just carelessly left her phone-linked
watch out. If they'd gotten married and had kids, he'd be so, so fucked right now. The way she just
casually up and left without an apology or some attempt at an explanation... that is the epitome of being
cold and heartless.
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r1chten • 11 points • 1 February, 2019 09:53 PM

fair enough. this post crystallizes the solipsism of female nature. it is infuriating.
NotMyWomen • 44 points • 1 February, 2019 06:30 PM

He didn’t marry/reproduce.
It could have been MUCH worse.
He should thank his lucky stars.
[deleted] • 21 points • 1 February, 2019 09:58 PM

Yeah... she just leave like nothing happen, not even trying to say sorry, this is pure psychopath behavior
TyrannicalWill • 8 points • 2 February, 2019 01:47 AM

she lost the potential husband she could milk while milking sugar daddies on the side
this is classic Briffault's Law
Briffault’s law maintains that “the female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal
family. Where the female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association
takes place.”
dubious-at-best • 4 points • 2 February, 2019 01:55 AM

This part is also key. Within a few days she would have monkey branched to another unsuspecting provider,
badmouthed OP for being “insecure and controlling going through her messages”, and continued on her
merry way. Wash, rinse, repeat.
bubbsjdndjfifi • 5 points • 2 February, 2019 01:05 AM

I'll be damned if I leave my own house. Call the cops and say remove this cunt.
Gerrard1649 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:23 PM

Think he should have talked to her for insight and closure
r1chten • 7 points • 1 February, 2019 09:52 PM

closure is like vomit, it only comes from within.
flee_market • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 01:06 AM

I see you've never raised kids lol
XavierMalory • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 01:46 PM

Could've gone soooo much worse. Thank god he had all the blackmail needed to stop her from taking some
of his stuff too, or filling a false DV charge so she could clean him out.
Paladin2903 • 305 points • 1 February, 2019 02:45 PM*

Sorry you had to go through this, brother. I know it’s devastating. Nowadays, you simply just can’t trust women.
And ESPECIALLY ones you meet through dating apps or websites.
If she has a online presence on dating apps, then you can be assured that she’s always talking to tons of guys.
That’s just how it is.
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Women love (and are addicted to) attention. Once they get a taste of that monumental volume of attention, there
really is no going back.
Those things are just the devil’s playground. If she wasn’t bad before she got on them, she certainly will be after.
They just bring out the worst in women.
If any blue-piller is lurking....before you move in with her, it would be wise to have a private eye dig into all of
her affairs and stake her out for at least a month.
Sound extreme? You bet your ass it is. So is moving in with someone and sharing your life with them.
fmanly • 87 points • 1 February, 2019 03:51 PM

Agree. In a lot of ways it is like any kind of exposure to variety.
Imagine if you had to pick your one favorite meal, and eat that exclusively for years/decades. Nobody would
want to do that.
Well, that woman you're wooing is being wooed by dozens of men, or more, she's getting deluged with a
variety of attention. Sure, a lot of that appeals to the superficial for her, but I bet a lot of it is also genuine
interaction/etc. Imagine having dozens of people just going out of their way to help you out any way you
can. You want to buy a new car, and you have 4 mechanics offering to take you shopping and give you
advice, and 2 lawyers offering to just buy the car for you. Once you've had a taste of that, why would you
want to forego that for what only ONE person can offer? Why not take the advice from the mechanics on
which car to get, and let the lawyer pay for it, and then drive it to some hunk's house for sex? And then the
next morning why not let the guy who is a chef make you breakfast?
Honestly, I'm not sure I'd even have a problem with it if they were honest. The problem comes when a
woman implies that a guy is getting exclusive access in exchange for his attention, when he is not.
HipsterNgariman • 43 points • 1 February, 2019 04:30 PM

They should almost live with you stating "I live in your house but you have to understand at any moment
I can get heavily arroused by one of the fifteen guys I hang out with everyday and just cheat on you like
that. Oh and sometimes I'm not even arroused, it's just to get a free meal"
I have a dream. Fuckin' red pill for everyone to grow the women a brain in the mean time.
fmanly • 13 points • 1 February, 2019 09:01 PM

If they've living with you then you're already making a mistake. She can instead just call the police
and have you evicted. Sure, it will get sorted out in a few months and then you'll get your house back
and by then she'll be working on evicting some other guy from his house...
massy525 • 24 points • 1 February, 2019 06:23 PM

That was an excellent telling of how daily life is for any young girl that is 5/10 or above. Most guys even
on MGTOW really don't understand how good girls have it.
[deleted] • 15 points • 1 February, 2019 09:39 PM

Most guys even on MGTOW really don't understand how good girls have it.
Most girls don't understand how good girls have it. It's just normal and expected to them, hence the
rage and desperation at the world bowing down at your feet drying up when the years stack up and
the youthful looks fade.
massy525 • 6 points • 2 February, 2019 05:01 AM
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No joke. People give me shit sometimes about dating younger girls. I always say well they are
prettier and don't have attitude problems with unrealistic expectations like older women. Then
they proceed to tell me that's because those girls have been mistreated or some other BS as if that
is my problem to deal with. The real reason is as you just stated. They are finally getting a sample
of what real life is like and as they realize it will only get worse they start to take it out their anger
on anyone stupid enough to be around them.
[deleted] • 5 points • 2 February, 2019 07:24 AM

I always say well they are prettier and don't have attitude problems with unrealistic
expectations like older women.
Spot on, exactly how I feel. At 20 a girl is generally sweet and cheerful and even though she's
a materialistic little thing, she's only looking for dinner, a pretty dress or two, etc. Fast
forward to 30 and they are jaded, have 10+ years of baggage, "don't have time to waste" and
want a man who has a high status job, a nice car, a house, etc etc. Gee, I wonder why men
prefer younger women...
jacketguy • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 06:50 PM

excellent points here
Sandbagicus • 85 points • 1 February, 2019 03:04 PM

If she has a online presence on dating apps, then you can be assured that she’s always talking to tons of
guys. That’s just how it is.
Man, this needs to be understood by everyone that uses dating apps. After I got divorced in 2013, I used
these as it had been 17 years since I'd dated.
At one time, I was juggling 7 different women. I'd be on a date with 1 and the others were texting me or
trying to call. Ugh - major pain in the ass! I ultimately ended up with 1 for awhile because dating more than
1 woman at a time is very difficult. For women though, they love it because it's the attention they all so
desperately seek and require.
So yeah, she ain't just talking to you - she's getting validation all the time. The hotter she is, the more men
she's dangling.
massy525 • 50 points • 1 February, 2019 04:41 PM

dating more than 1 woman at a time is very difficult.
This is only true for men. Another reason why there is not and can not be "equality." Women have
always had advantages over men that men can never have.
I prefer Chris Rock's version "Dick is free, pussy costs money"
themanmohr • 9 points • 1 February, 2019 06:30 PM

If she’s ever been on a dating app and especially if you met on a dating app she’s not worth a relationship
hell if she’s not a Virgin she’s not worth commitment dating apps and most women are only good for
casual sex anything else and you’re asking to get fucked over
Sandbagicus • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:24 PM
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No man in his right mind would want to deal with some starfish virgin, who's gonna be clingy AF
after you pop that cherry. If I'm gonna stay single and pump & dump (which I am), I want a woman
who knows she better blow me or I'm leaving.
Plus, a woman who's still a virgin at a certain age (I'm over 40 btw lol) is going to be a fat whale that
no one wants to touch.
themanmohr • 0 points • 1 February, 2019 07:49 PM

Yeah you’ve got a good point but I’m a young guy and I’m just going to have casual sex with
women who aren’t virgins and if I find a Virgin I like and think is worthy I’ll pop her cherry and
if she’s clingy like that that’s the only woman I’d consider marrying because I want kids and I
don’t think it would be right to raise kids knowing they’d be in a broken family and if they’re
clingy and submissive then they’ll do whatever you tell them to do and you can teach them to
have sex and they’ll continue to have sex with you unlike the used up women who marry betas
and aren’t that attracted to them like that(that’s how you get sexless marriages)
Sandbagicus • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 08:14 PM

No, those clingy virgins will just turn into nagging wives and eventually cheat on you.
AWALT, my friend.
But good luck - Unlike many here, I do appreciate that you want kids. We need more good
fathers today.
empatheticapathetic • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 08:25 PM

It’s like you didn’t even read the post. You can’t control her. She will fool you.
I had a virgin oneitis who sucked someone’s dick the day I intended to fuck her. It means
nothing.
themanmohr • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 09:07 PM

Well Virgin for these purposes means she’s never had a sexual encounter not because she
just hasn’t had vaginal sex yet and it doesn’t count if it’s only because she hasn’t had the
opportunity to
HelmutHoffman • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 11:18 AM

/r/ihavesex
Sandbagicus • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 03:36 PM

lol - that wasn't my point at all, sorry. Just trying to throw some real-life experience out there. And
that whole situation was due to me being in a mostly-sexless marriage for years. r/DeadBedrooms lol
generalissimo_jones • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 09:37 PM

Yeah. In my bluepill days it wasn't that hard for me to do some digging and find out my oneitis was being
dicked by the useless hipster unemployed pretty boy she was always complaining about. Can't say i was that
surprised. That was the straw that broke the camels back which caused my mental breakdown, blackpilling
and MGTOW ascension.
Any non MGTOW's reading this should know everywhere your woman goes and everything she does and all
of her communications. She doesn't have to know but there is no such thing as trust. Sincerity is always
subject to proof. With the technology around today it isn't even that difficult...
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blind_sypher99 • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 08:05 AM

I wonder if most ex-blue pillers had a moment of explosive revelation that shattered the carefully crafted
illusion. I remember the moment I became redpilled. Not on women, but none the less it led me here. It
was some emotional shit.
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:29 PM*

- Nowadays, you simply just can’t trust women. And ESPECIALLY ones you meet through dating apps
or websites.
- Women love (and are addicted to) attention. Once they get a taste of that monumental volume of
attention, there really is no going back.
- Those things are just the devil’s playground.
- before you move in with her, it would be wise to have a private eye dig into all of her affairs and stake
her out for at least a month.
That is some fucking unforgettable wisdom right there
My last "gf" I met on tinder. Banged her out a bunch, it was awesome. Then I dropped out of grad school and
decided to up and move to a new state, b/c living in that new state has been my goal for a while, and now I
had the opportunity. The only reason to stay would have been our relationship (I was redpilled enough to say
fuck that noise, one person ain't holding me back). Within 2 weeks she was already fucking a new dude, and
planning a road trip with him.
Apparently they had been texting while I was still dating her. (Ironically enough, a few months later I texted
her that I wanted to bang her still, and she told me that he found my texts to her, and demanded she stop
contact with me. Smart dude, lol, I should have done the same thing-- gone into her phone. I guess crazy
cunts like that kind of domination where you demand access to their comms)
Made me wonder about when she had cancelled plans on me during a 3 day weekend to supposedly visit her
mom in a nearby state. She was 90% probability just banging some fucker on the side.
Also, before we met, it seemed like she had just broken up with a different guy about a week before.
She was one of those codependent women who always tried to be in some sort of relationship b/c she can't
handle being alone.
Definitely opened my eyes.
descenceX • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:51 PM

I agree with this, OP was way too naive for a red pill. I'm currently with a girl (been together for 2 years). I
have cameras at home, security system for when only she's at home (only I can disable it), location sharing,
icloud access, and remote laptop access.
Now you might think it's too much, and I understand, but I started doing that as soon as I discovered "it's
only your turn" several years back, I wanna know the second my turn has ended. She has knowledge about
all of it, and she 100% understands that if something doesn't add up, she'll be out the door, also, no trips (and
no social media) I don't care if you will go meet your god in that 1 hour away city, it's not gonna happen.
OP was way too trustful.
Misogynes • 203 points • 1 February, 2019 02:42 PM

A very similar story happened with me, but I was with her for nearly 3 years and we’d lived around the world
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together (great sex daily, best friends and business partners for all of it).
I don’t know if I’ll ever get over the trauma of that betrayal. A year after bolting and taking more than a few
months to overcome the depression, I still seethe multiple times each and every day.
I can’t even trust my own mother after that, red-pill-aware as she may be.
Drozz42 • 14 points • 1 February, 2019 09:46 PM

These hoes ain't loyal to a T. Women don't deserve us.
soar-above • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 11:34 PM

I don’t know if I’ll ever get over the trauma of that betrayal. A year after bolting and taking more than a
few months to overcome the depression, I still seethe multiple times each and every day.
That's not good. Get therapy. Or cut the psychic link. Or both. I'm dead serious. Been there, done that.
guitarguy1749 • 201 points • 1 February, 2019 01:35 PM

Thank you for sharing your story. You're so right in that men need to continue to share their stories so that those
new to mgtow can see what can happen. I'm glad you made it out without further damage. Sometimes these
kinds of things can be a blessing when it finally opens your eyes and you say enough is enough. Your story
further clarifies that even when you do everything right "hold frame" etc, it doesn't protect you. Even Chads get
wrecked by women.
jacketguy • 21 points • 1 February, 2019 06:13 PM

agreed.. you could be duke nukem level masculine and it wouldnt help.. a bad woman is just a bad woman
period... and thats what i hate about pua.. they tell men that we can control women if we hold frame etc but
thats not true because no matter how alpha or how good or rich u are, if she wants to play you then she can..
puas like to pretend women dont have free will
“if i act this way then she wont betray me” good luck with that lol
covfefeismylife • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 12:03 AM

I think we need to make sure to these stories are actually real. Or at least don’t take every post at face value.
People posting fake shit on here and getting to the front page is leaving me not wanting to read this sub
anymore. We have became to much of a circle jerk.
From this dudes post history he has been in Asia for a year. Not saying he is a liar, just saying there are
people posting fake stories. This one just makes me suspicious.
I’m not putting down op, or any of you but we don’t need men on here manipulating us like women do.
jkarovskaya • 173 points • 1 February, 2019 03:13 PM*

OP wrote this
make it clear you're the man and are controlling the direction of your relationship
in Western countries right now in 2019, that's not really possible.
Men really can't control a relationship unless the woman is brainwashed level submissive
Women from the second they meet you have an agenda, based on your SMV and her age.
Once you are out of college age and are moved in together, there's only one place a "relationship" is headed as
far as the woman is concerned, and that's marriage.
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Women (most) are dreaming of the big day, center of attention, fairy tale big dress wedding, as they are taught
by BP parents that girls are princesses. Princesses need that affirmation.
Media, movies, and peer pressure elevate weddings to the ultimate achievement socially, and big points for all
the Insta/Snap/Twitter photos & vid
You can hold frame, bulk up, and be macho as hell, but she's got an agenda to get you to sign that legal
document binding her fate to yours.
Just say no to cohabitation
Paladin2903 • 46 points • 1 February, 2019 03:18 PM

+1,000 on this. Exactly correct.
[deleted] • 45 points • 1 February, 2019 05:48 PM

It's worse.
Brainwashed level submissive women are fiercely loyal to their abusive relationships (I mean genuinely
abusive, not the watered-down term that gets used these days). It is interesting that women respond so
strongly to hybristophilia (e.g. the positive response to the Ted Bundy bio pic is an interesting phenomenon).
They breed the part of humanity with the least humanity, and love it when men work outside the system...
look at the no-go zones, for instance, or the above mentioned hybristophilia. They love being manhandled
and being the plaything to an alpha brute.
They'll settle as a last resort, but alpha fux beta bux is core to their being.
I'm just glad to be done with it all. Good luck to them all and good riddance.
massy525 • 16 points • 1 February, 2019 06:26 PM

Yep the only power a man has anymore in the US is to reject complete and total subjection/slavery(for now).
No marriage, no co-habitation.
themanmohr • 12 points • 1 February, 2019 06:35 PM

Exactly they need to be next level submissive for a LTR to be considered meaning she was a Virgin when
you met she’s completely dependent on you for everything you’re the center of her universe she does
whatever you say everything in her life needs to be dependent on you she has to need you on a physical and
psychological level and she can’t have had any other attachments like that to any other men she also needs to
know that you don’t need her otherwise something will go wrong
jkarovskaya • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 07:38 PM

That sounds like having another child, rather than a functioning brilliant, attractive partner and full
participant in life.
Count me out if that's the paradigm, regardless
themanmohr • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 07:46 PM

Yeah it does and that’s the shit deal we have basically have an adult child don’t deal with women or
get completely fucked over
the_m3me_monster • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 08:56 PM

Wats DMV and DP
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[deleted] • 136 points • 1 February, 2019 02:52 PM

The way things are going I reckon women will be allowed to cheat on men with impunity soon. In the UK it’s
already gotten to the point where you can do jail time for snooping on her messages if you suspect her of
anything. There have been cases where the ‘controlling’ boyfriend gets his picture plastered in the news for
checking her messages. Admittedly, there does tend to be more intimidation going on in these cases but they still
set a dangerous precedent in already dangerous times for men. That thing where you threatened to send the
evidence to her friends etc, you would lose the moral high ground here in UK for threatening behaviour or
blackmail and she could take legal action. Even looking at her phone can get you in hot water legally. Women in
the West are gaining increasing amounts of power it’s no wonder there is a huge surge in MGTOW. Peace bro,
glad you dodged a bullet in more ways than one.
[deleted] • 87 points • 1 February, 2019 03:49 PM

The UK is lost - Great Britain is no longer great
[deleted] 1 February, 2019 07:57 PM

[deleted]
BluetoothMcGee • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:38 PM

Drool Britannia.
deathtocontrollers • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 10:43 PM

Kind of sad, considering how much men sacrificed to take over Britannia and make it great in the
past.
Freefrombitches123 • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 11:14 PM

To be fair everywhere is cucked, France, Spain, Sweeden, USA, India, China you name it.
deathtocontrollers • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 11:19 PM

I know. :(
[deleted] 1 February, 2019 09:00 PM

[deleted]
massy525 • 19 points • 1 February, 2019 04:38 PM

They already are. That's what marriage is. That's why MGTOW's motto(i know its not really the motto) is
"never marry, never co-habitate"
badmanahgwanso • 12 points • 1 February, 2019 04:53 PM

It's pretty freaky to see that some pussy-pass stuff which is (at least for now) only strongly implied in the US
has actual legal weight in some first-world countries.
Neem3r29 • 7 points • 1 February, 2019 09:27 PM

Jesus tittyfucking Christ Fuck dating, fuck marriage, fuck one night stands, etc. It's literally like playing
Russian roulette with a semi auto these days.
[deleted] • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 09:36 PM

Sure is. I think on subs like this though, there is a focus on the worst females and it gives us a fatalistic
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view on them. I know some friends who are in relationships that really work but they are alphas and I’m
sure the mutual respect they have for each other would be easily turned to contempt if they were betas.
Prometheus444 • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 08:01 PM

There have been cases where the ‘controlling’ boyfriend gets his picture plastered in the news for
checking her messages.
This is fucking ridiculous...
SuperSaiyanBroly737 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:08 AM

Wahmen won't be able to cheat on you if you're not in an (exclusive) commitment with them.
Besides, getting cheated on can be fun if you also cheat on them (e.g. charles and diana).
[deleted] • 124 points • 1 February, 2019 02:27 PM

I wish I could say this surprises me, but it doesn't at all. If you want to really know who you're dating, sneak a
peak at her phone. I did with a 21 yr old I was dating, and also a 38 year old I was dating. Both times we had
been together for months, and both times there were multiple other men they were fucking. Now I just dont date
anymore. It's all just too sickening.
MikeRocksBoat • 60 points • 1 February, 2019 02:49 PM

Essentially, if you are dating exclusively, I think always available consensual access to each other's phone
messages is an absolute necessary. Won't stop it of course, but makes it easier to get caught, because setting
up a second phone, or deleting messages tends to stick out.
The old saying when dealing with children works here, "trust but verify".
fmanly • 58 points • 1 February, 2019 03:31 PM

Seems like it makes more sense to just not go there.
Don't expect any relationship to be exclusive. If you have fun with somebody then have fun with them. If
you don't mind sleeping with somebody who sleeps around, then by all means feel free (just know your
risks). If you want to agree on making a relationship exclusive, I guess you can, but don't expect that the
other person is keeping up their end of the deal.
Ronin Man said something on YT that resonated with me - he used to keep half a dozen women in his
harem at all times, and he was open with them about it. That was the only way he found that relationships
could be fairly stress-free. They'd enjoy time together when they wanted to, and when either he or the a
woman got tired of it she'd be off. I imagine he didn't expect them to be exclusive either. Obviously if he
can pull that off he has something going for him, but even so he maintained that women simply got bored
after a while. Trying to cling to that long-term relationship is just setting yourself up for failure.
Personally I'm doing the monk thing. I haven't ruled out relationships entirely, but not only would it have
to be the right person, it would have to be something I could keep light, forever. It couldn't be somebody
I was truly intimate with, in the sense of baring my soul. It would be more of an activity partner, where
sex is just one more activity. Honestly, I'm not sure how much I'm interested in that kind of relationship,
so it just isn't a priority for me.
I think that is the only way relationships can work in this day and age. You can't be attached. It is just
your turn. Nothing wrong with things that don't last forever - you pay $10 to watch a movie and it ends
and you go home. Nothing in life lasts forever, but romantic relationships are among the less durable.
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DeMeza • 31 points • 1 February, 2019 04:33 PM

If you’re attached today, you lose.
[deleted] • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 10:37 PM

I think that's a big part of the monk philosophy-- detachment from possessions.
Desire -> Attachment -> Loss -> Suffering.
Simply cut out the desire/attachment, and you limit suffering.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_Noble_Truths
MikeRocksBoat • 10 points • 1 February, 2019 07:17 PM

I agree that it is best not to go there. Simply because the risk-reward ratio is not in my favor. Society
has ensured that a woman gets the best deal, and that I get the raw deal. The same as with the
government and my income, and mega corporations and my personal data. In such an environment, I
refuse to be the patsy, as much as is possible.
A relationship when made exclusive is a trust contract between two parties. If you do your due
diligence when entering into a contract for other things in life, why aren't you doing the same here? If
AT&T commits something to me in a contract and doesn't follow through, I need to be savvy enough
to pick up on it, and then ensure that the contract is abided by, or receive punitive damages. The same
in an exclusive relationship with a woman. At least you should do your due diligence if you want to
go down this road. Forget the punitive damages, since most states have decided to cuck us here. You
can accept that Facebook is trustworthy today (based on their Xth PR response 'to trust us'), but if you
do believe them, it is on you. Same with a lying woman. Facebook will get away, and the woman will
too, but you can at least get out of the bad faith relationship. Want to completely lock out the internet
based on facebook? Be my guest. Only you can decide the appropriate pain point.
I'm not familiar with Ronin Man, but sounds like a PUA. People like him are part of the problem,
where they validate the ridiculous open relationships that these women want. He is of course stress
free as he is looking at hook ups. Many PUAs like that. Until he gets hit with a #metoo
The problem is turning everything into "romantic" relationships. Used to be that a relationship
between a man and a woman was not just romantic, but was meant for more than that. It was a
support system built on loyalty and trust, not just monkey sex. This is the environment that produces
a grounded next generation, because the idea that everything in life has to keep you 'excited' is the
massive gaslight that corporates, society and feminist twaddle would have you believe. Discipline
and compromise make up a long term relationship.
Take us regular workers who have to work morning to night. We aren't doing work that excites us
ALL the time. There may be moments of joy but mostly not. I'd be switching jobs every 2 weeks, and
at a certain point people will realize that I'm a flaky worker. Time to tell them not to "work shame"
me? (Same analogy applies to sluts and slut shaming, and it explains why so much is messed up
today).
If we all bought into this narrative of not being attached and 'renting' stuff, we have bought into this
retarded subscription model that big business likes to sell. A subscription model has only one
objective, to milk you today, and tomorrow, and the day after. Even if the product is trash after day 1,
and slightly improves on the day before renewal. Sounds like a woman, who changes after becoming
LTR and then tries to clean up before shit hits the fan.
The idea of not being attached is great. Can I have all your stuff?
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I do want to come back to your point about the kind of relationship you envision. Your going monk
mode is fantastic. Sometimes the monk gets tired and if you should find your personal possibleunicorn, again the idea would be to do your due diligence before and during any relationship. Trust
her but verify. Same as with any other relationship with your accountant/doctor/lawyer/priest. Trust
him but verify. If you don't, you have only yourself to blame right? And let them know right off that
you intend to do so.
fmanly • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:00 PM

Trust but verify is part of it, but a lot of it is understanding the reality of romance and not drinking
the Kool Aide. If you can keep it light and mutually enjoyable, then I think it is a win-win. Sooner
or later one party of the other is going to want out, and then you just have to let it go. You don't
deserve her eternal loyalty, and neither does she deserve yours. Don't get entangled legally in any
way that would have the government force your continued provision once either one of you wants
to walk away.
I think Ronin Man was a former PUA. I'm not sure how much he does it. However, I'm pretty sure
he is MGTOW these days. That doesn't preclude relationships - just entangling ones, and it
sounds like he tried to keep them light even in his PUA days. He claims that when girls used to
start getting clingy or making demands he would just give them a break for a few weeks until they
either went their own way or came back around to keeping it light. I don't really have a problem
with that as long as everybody is up-front about it.
He also has warned that you have to be careful about managing breakups so that women don't
start creating drama. If you want them to go away you need to start making yourself unattractive
to them, such as by acting more clingy/etc. You want them to cheat on you or whatever and make
it so that leaving is their idea, and you don't want them to be upset that you're kicking them out.
Sounds like a lot of work to me though...
In all cases the key is to not become dependent on others for validation, and to not let others
become legally entitled to your ongoing support.
shit-zen-giggles • 16 points • 1 February, 2019 03:24 PM

This is controlling behavior under Duluth model.
Can and will be used against you, if shit hits the fan
MikeRocksBoat • 19 points • 1 February, 2019 03:29 PM

Tbf, if shit hits the fan, everything you do will be used against you. Hence why we avoid women.
PhantomCowboy • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 06:16 PM

the reality of 2019 is not that
Tercalerc • 108 points • 1 February, 2019 02:09 PM

Jesus, I need to smoke a Joint after reading this...
Sorry for your loss man, but you did learn that AWALT in the most visceral way possible...
Whirrlz • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 11:05 PM

I dont even smoke but now I just wanna drink or smoke.
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death-loves-time • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 11:16 PM

i think my cuckery during my beta days was so powerful i think it made me break through to the other side,
i agreed to host a chick who we also agreed on was poly, not for long thought, but she kept to her word about
the poly agreement, it was heart-wrenching every-time, and then i understood everything these subs speak of
its crazy but it worked perfectly as far as remedies go, and im happy i didnt invest emotionally from the start
honing in on a mono relationship. the key really was to get roasted slowly by the fire from the start instead of
burnt all at once like this poor fella was.
if youre a brainwashed beta, date a poly chick it will prepare you well while partitioning the pain
Svartanatten • 74 points • 1 February, 2019 02:47 PM

Well written, truly terrifying for someone who isn't MGTOW, yet I guess.
I'm kinda expecting my GF to stray sooner or later, it's been clear to me for years that women ain't capable of
loyalty (my mom left my dad after 30+ year and he never recovered) and don't feel love the same way as men
do.
I'm ashamed to admit that I'm in love and hoping that my unicorn won't betray me, but I do expect it and tbh, I
just try to enjoy the good parts while never forgetting that it will end when her affections shift.
Women can't be trusted but I don't think that makes them evil. I just view them as children, entitled without the
concept of responsibility. If I need support I turn to my friends since I wouldn't trust my GF to not use it against
me one day.
Thing is, some might say I'm a misogynistic person, but I don't dislike women, I just don't trust them since I've
seen what they do with trust. So when the day comes I will just accept that, ye women ain't dogs, they don't
understand the concept of loyalty, or rather they don't understand that unless it's unwavering your not loyal.
So, most likely I will be writing my story in a few years, maybe sooner maybe not. Untill then I will allow
myself to be happy, but never naive.
[deleted] • 42 points • 1 February, 2019 03:33 PM

Accepting the end puts you ahead of the curve, it probably won’t hit you as bad. Remain detached brother.
Svartanatten • 16 points • 1 February, 2019 03:51 PM

I hope not, I'm quite sensetive so I really need to remain somewhat prepared for the end to make sure it
won't break me. Tbh I have this feeling that she isn't completely over her ex. I do believe that she thinks
she is over him, but there has been some weirdly phrased sentences that makes me think she hopes he
will return (she was the one dumped). I'm not happy about maybe being the second choice, if I get any
reason to suspect that they are in contact I will probably see how far she is willing to go to prove her self
declared love, sexually... If they meet again she will be gone from my life instantly. But currently I got
no real red flags.
teslaistheshit • 10 points • 1 February, 2019 05:54 PM

I have this feeling that she isn't completely over her ex
Oh brudda. Trust your gut. Not sure how old you are but over the years my instincts were 100% spot
on and I didn't listen to them (tits and ass do that). Call her out on it and see what happens. Good
luck.
Svartanatten • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 05:56 PM
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Probably will soon, I'm not jealous since I'm not very invested but I just find it weird that I even
know stuff about this person when I never asked nor wanted to know.
PhantomCowboy • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 06:20 PM

don't get married
Svartanatten • 7 points • 1 February, 2019 06:30 PM

I never will, I'm agnostic and marriage is kinda our of fashion in Sweden. Neither mine
nor my gfs parents are married (ok mine split after 30+,hers are still togheter after 40).
There is no pressure in our society to marry.

fmanly • 29 points • 1 February, 2019 03:53 PM

Nothing wrong with getting temporary enjoyment out of a temporary relationship as long as you know what
you're getting into, and you're protecting yourself from risks.
However, I definitely urge you to try to avoid getting your sense of personal validation/etc from the attention
of ANYBODY, but especially a woman. You need to be in a place where your girlfriend can tell you one day
that she wants to break things off and you're completely fine with that and just wish her well.
Svartanatten • 14 points • 1 February, 2019 04:04 PM

That's what I'm trying. I got no intention to have children or get married or anything that will make the
ending harder.
massy525 • 26 points • 1 February, 2019 04:44 PM*

Thats the sad truth about women. The second they feel they have advantage they will relentlessly abuse it. It
is part of the reason of the increasing collapse of society due to women in power positions. Women cannot
be given power and act responsibly with it period.
The most depressing this for me is the best relationship I ever had. I treated the girl like shit and never loved
her. Yet she was the closest thing I've ever experienced as to what a real relationship should be like. She
cooked, cleaned, fucked, was attentive and took care of me. I'm absolutely certain had I ever given back she
would have turned on me like any woman. She even frequently complained about my treatment of her but
yet she never left.
[deleted] • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 06:51 PM

If you would have given her validation she would have been out that door in a heart beat or started
monkey branching.
massy525 • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 07:00 PM

100% agree.
blississolitude • 9 points • 1 February, 2019 04:26 PM*

I'm ashamed to admit that I'm in love and hoping that my unicorn won't betray me, but I do expect it and
tbh, I just try to enjoy the good parts while never forgetting that it will end when her affections shift.
Same. I don't trust her one bit, but I love her and enjoy what I can while I can, knowing it will explode
eventually, and never too far ahead in time. [EDIT: about a day after this the whole thing blew up. It
happened! I'm freeeeeee!]
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Just remember: There is no such thing as "wasting her time". Just as being friendly and supportive does not
entitle one to sex, sex (and support, if any) does not entitle one to marriage. Everything is a transaction in the
present moment: she is not owed future commitment from you by being with you now.
In my case, I'm never having kids and I'm never getting married. She may want both those things, but her
decision to be with me for now doesn't reflect the planning of a reasonable adult who knows what she wants.
She is essentially a child, just like you said, and has the vague dreams of a child, the shallow emotions of a
child, and may throw a tantrum like a child.
ramfex21 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 11:52 PM

Same.. I’m in5 year relationship. I think I’m in love and to some degree psychologically addicted and
attached to her. Not good. But I tell myself AWALT and that NOTHING would surprise me. Women will
tell you that you need to “let go and give yourself completely”, but I don’t think that’s wise at all. It’s a
shame feeling like I need to be detached to a degree. But you have to. You can’t fall to in love unfortunately
once you understand the true nature of women.
Svartanatten • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 07:58 AM

It's difficult since you can't rly control those feelings. Thing is I still feel my life is better with her than
without currently. And since there won't be kids nor marriage and I own my own place it's not like I will
get stuck due to practicalities.
DaveC111 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 12:11 AM

I was the same way. In the back of my head I always expected it to happen. When it did, the friends I thought
would be there were part of it. 1 was fucking her, the other knew and didn't tell me. His wife encouraged it.
She was living under my roof while they were relocating. Just be careful. It'll suck whenever it happens.
Svartanatten • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 08:00 AM

It's so scary when your in love to know that it's a common thing that almost always end in complete
misery.
[deleted] • 59 points • 1 February, 2019 03:31 PM*

I am going to say something controversial here
A WOMAN YOU LOVE CANNOT BE YOUR BEST FRIEND!!!
That place is reserved for another guy!! Women cannot be in that role and provide you with the male comraderie
you need from a best friend.
I do not know WHEN that stupid concept came about but you have your guy friends and you have your female
relationships- you CANNOT mix the aspects of the two together!!!
I made this mistake and regret it. And I went through my own hell and hurt myself in the process.
The old school methods WORK for a REASON!! Women play a specific limited role in a man’s life
Consider the Fred Flintstone model - he had Barney for a best friend, Wilma was his wife, and the roles were
never mixed.
There is a reason why men would join outlaw biker gangs: for absolute freedom from control and brotherhood.
Men need these things like breathing air. A woman cannot give you these on any level.
[deleted] • 33 points • 1 February, 2019 03:49 PM
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Not controversial at all my friend. I always think of Finding Nemo when the shark says “fish are friends not
food”. He was going against his nature just to live the lie. Men do this all the time by letting women and their
brains convince them that pleasure = friendship.
[deleted] • 25 points • 1 February, 2019 03:51 PM

The media forces this narrative
Ross from Friends is the perfect example
It took me a LOOOOOOONG time to figure this out
[deleted] • 25 points • 1 February, 2019 03:55 PM

Very true. It’s disgusting really. And they make horrible friends. Selfish, egocentric, unaccountable.
[deleted] • 31 points • 1 February, 2019 03:58 PM

I’m 45 and just started realizing things recently.
The only thing they helped me was the MGTOW community.
No amount of therapy did anything for me. I spent too much money on counseling over the years
and just needed this. But the Internet was not around when I was young.
Better late than never I suppose.
[deleted] • 12 points • 1 February, 2019 03:59 PM

I feel like the old squid here when I tell young guys about my life experiences so they can learn
from my mistakes
“It took a long time for me to figure that out”
https://youtu.be/6zlMJBI4FGU
covfefeismylife • 11 points • 1 February, 2019 04:45 PM

Exactly as soon as the guys said she liked motorcycles
[deleted] • 11 points • 1 February, 2019 04:50 PM

And video games. The worst chameleons are “professional” women. They know they have to act
balanced and honorable to continue to sell the lie. They sell you on partnership. They sell you on a
“higher class” of woman. It’s all bullshit
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 11:10 PM

And as soon as he got a whiff of blood, his instinct kicked in instantaneously.
jacketguy • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 06:48 PM

i like that, good points here... it also makes me look at my ex differently now because she always used to say
she wanted me to be her friend and i kept saying i dont need another female friend just focus on our
relationship.. so now i see it as yet another manipulation to have me let my guard down and accept her as a
friend which would let her get away with more crap since friends overlook things that partners don’t... its the
same as how people say u shouldnt be friends with your child because then when u need to be a parent u cant
hold that role, ur negotiating as opposed to laying down the law
[deleted] • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 07:23 PM
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There are a handful of cultural norms I DESPISE and this is one of them - expecting men to be “best
friends” with the woman he is with.
And the whole “WE are pregnant” phrase: no -SHE is pregnant!!! HE is NOT!!! I hate that bullshit.
If I had a wife in labor I would NOT be there with a camera filming that shit. As far as I am concerned let
the doctors and nurses do their job. I will be at the bar doing shots.
Men have become pathetic spineless wimps. They allowed this to happen.
Any guy who says “WE are pregnant” deserves to be laughed at.
jacketguy • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 10:45 PM

nice! thats another great insight.. i agree
uknoUto • 58 points • 1 February, 2019 03:11 PM

Wow man, that was great formatting of story, you’ve got some good writing skills, as I was reading through the
whole post, I felt immersed like I was in your shoes, like it was a book, but I’m really sorry to hear that you had
found out the true nature of women in a very hurting manner. No matter what, you have seen the truth for
yourself, and now you can focus on yourself, it will be hard at first as you can see with your sadness, but it’s just
you discovering the truth. Even Neo in the matrix didn’t realize his true power until more towards the end of the
first movie. Once again, thanks for sharing and good luck on your path, this corner of the internet is the few
rational people who understand these things.
“You are free the moment you wish to be.” -Voltaire
LFC90cat • 23 points • 1 February, 2019 05:02 PM

“You are free the moment you wish to be.” -Voltaire
Goosebumps
uknoUto • 7 points • 1 February, 2019 05:17 PM

Goosebumps the series of weird teen stories or goosebumps sensation lol ?
magx01 • 56 points • 1 February, 2019 03:41 PM

You know what sucks? None of this needed to happen if we didn't have a culture that lies to us about human
sexual dynamics/biology.
The idea of a monogamous ltr is not congruent with human biology (especially female). Just think of all of the
heartache, suicides, murders, domestic assaults, etc that has been caused by this one lie.
Fuck.
teslaistheshit • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 05:51 PM

So sad that society some how thinks being monogamous is even beneficial. It's supposed to create stability
for the family but really just leaves 2 frustrated people having to live up to some unrealistic standard. I truly
don't fault women for being whores but I do fault them for expecting commitment.
Sandbagicus • 47 points • 1 February, 2019 03:02 PM

Sorry you had to go thru that, OP. Shiny silver lining: You had to go thru it now, before she would've been able
to take half your stuff.
Source - am divorced.
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ProfessionalBill9 • 50 points • 1 February, 2019 03:23 PM

I also knew a chinese law student, she was hot af and everyone wanted to hang out with her. Well she dropped
out of law school to study Japanese, then dropped out of Japanese school and now is a dancer/fitness instructor
while living off her boyfriends. They're all the same.
Bleu_Cheese_Pursuits • 37 points • 1 February, 2019 01:53 PM

Good story, thanks for sharing. It is shit like this that helps remind me that it is really better to be single.
AWALT
Whirrlz • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 11:08 PM

Makes me happy I am single. But also makes me ache for my friends who have GFs.
eduardkoopman • 34 points • 1 February, 2019 03:46 PM*

WOW, what a story.I'm always amazed how TheRedPill men believe they can "control" a woman. The ego they
have, that they think that. A woman will do, what she will do. You can't control her behaviour. You can only
protect yourself, that is it.For any MGTOW still doing relationships; a man falling in Love with a woman is
extremely risky for you. You should not go further (mentally speaking) then liking a woman.
I loved a woman once. I ended up broke financially; and it left a pain (feeling of loss) behind I carry with
myself.
PhantomCowboy • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 06:25 PM

it's like trying to stop the wind from blowing, or the sun from shining
KingOfYaks • 27 points • 1 February, 2019 02:44 PM

And with that, now YOU are the Unicorn. In a decade the dried up women will be hunting you. You almost
became a downtrodden, gelded burro hitched to a heavy wagon.
jacketguy • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 06:56 PM

less than a decade.. women have many options but they r increasingly desperate.. like a child who can eat as
much candy as they want, but ONLY candy
[deleted] • 26 points • 1 February, 2019 02:51 PM

Gaddamnit dude. I went through a lot of the same thing, but have a kid from the woman. I love my kid with all
my heart, and this story is so similar to mine in many ways. count yourself your lucky stars.
Felkenator • 23 points • 1 February, 2019 03:18 PM

Wow, same thing happened to me; except I dated this harpy for almost 5 years! I thought everything was perfect
until I was updating her Mac and saw self incriminating messages on her iMessages by accident; turned my
world upside down. Never again!
[deleted] 1 February, 2019 03:31 PM

[deleted]
[deleted] • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 09:00 PM

Cant imagine what someone with no red pill knowledge would do in such a case.
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Would probably commit suicide.
CoinSwapTrader • 21 points • 1 February, 2019 02:10 PM

Women are like black holes...they feel like a sun but they have no light and only suck light and destroy
everything!
Like plastic plants where men continue watering them hoping for the plastic plant to bear fruit!
MarqNiffler • 20 points • 1 February, 2019 03:26 PM

To me, it felt like living with a guy best friend except I had access to the hot pussy and half my rent covered.
I knew I had strong feelings at this point, and she said the same, but I'm a smart red pill, I never showed it,
didn't white knight or have any blue pill habits. I figured she could move in, I'd save half on rent/utilities, I'd
be living with my best friend and sexy times were still going great... so I said "fuck it" and she moved in
with me.
God help me, I'm so close to this right now. We've been planning to move in together, and I've been resisting for
a while. She's trying to wear me down and I don't know if I can actually say no.
Nagi21 • 8 points • 1 February, 2019 04:10 PM

Moving in isn't a problem... provided that you both provide evenly-ish, kind of like roommates.
MarqNiffler • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 04:14 PM

Yeah, we have a contract written up and are making tweaks to it as the date gets closer. We each have
our own private rooms, and then shared space, splitting the rent accordingly, splitting utilities
accordingly, retaining ownership of our own personal property, etc.
Nagi21 • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 04:56 PM

Just remember the lease trumps your personal contract, so if she leaves you high and dry your still on
the hook for everything (technically you both are but collections don't care about who pays).
MarqNiffler • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 05:01 PM

Yeah, I know. And I refuse to move into a place I could not cover myself if I absolutely had to.
The contract is for us to be able to say to each other "This is what you promised to do", and we
don't have an opportunity to fight about what each person "thought would happen".
WinterEcho • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 05:45 PM

That's not moving in together, that's literally just a roommate you can fuck.
MarqNiffler • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 05:49 PM

Yeah, I mean that's my goal basically. We aren't getting married ever, and I've said that
repeatedly. But if we can combine some resources while maintaining boundaries I think that will
work out positively for everyone involved. I am thankfully aware of a lot of the things to expect
from her and have been able to shut a lot of it down.
WinterEcho • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 05:51 PM

Good shit man.
EncouragementRobot • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 05:51 PM
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Happy Cake Day WinterEcho! Whenever you find yourself doubting how far you can go,
just remember how far you have come.
flee_market • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 01:31 AM

How many things have you told her no on, that you've caved on after a while?
flee_market • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 01:30 AM

Moving in isn't a problem
It never is... for the man.
For the woman, she has to deal with seeing him when he's not fucking her (smashing her dopamine
button) and that tends to make a lot of women lose interest after a while. He's not "new" or "novel"
anymore. She wants tingles.
It's easier to maintain tingles when you only see each other occasionally.
Absence makes the heart grow fonder. Familiarity breeds contempt.
"But if you don't move in maybe she's fucking a bunch of other guys" - she's fucking other guys either
way, so you're retarded if you buy her bullshit and commit.
boatyscxslave • 2 points • 7 February, 2019 09:54 PM

Save yourself and don't start living with her
[deleted] • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 10:41 PM

Bro, holy fuck dude.
Someone take the gun out of this man's hands, he's about to hurt himself.
[deleted] • 19 points • 1 February, 2019 04:05 PM

That in itself is a red flag. Trust your instincts, I learned that the hard way with my ex and suspected the same
thing. Her ex was a super Chad who cheated and dumped her, her feelings for him were always there and it was
apparent in how emotional she got whenever they came in contact.
If you want to stay with her that’s fine just stay detached man, you’re on this sub for a reason. You already know
what the outcome is.
sexdroughthelp • 20 points • 1 February, 2019 04:09 PM

It really blows my mind how many guys are here with basically the same story.
cleats4u • 16 points • 1 February, 2019 04:09 PM

This why women say they are so good at multi-tasking. Lol.
Mgtow_troaway • 17 points • 1 February, 2019 04:51 PM*

Another fucking betrayal, sorry you had to go through this. Similar story here too man, completely blindsided. I
bet a lot of guys here were completely blindsided after doing everything right.
It's not that we don't know the risks right? It's that it really really doesn't seem like it's a risky thing. This isn't our
fault, she carefully crafts her reality to make you believe her con. One thing that I struggled with for a long time
was blaming myself for not seeing it sooner, but how could I? I don't have omnipotence, she targeted me with a
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con, she actively tried to fool me. At some point you gotta give yourself credit, it's ok to get conned, it's entirely
the fault of the con artist for preying on you.
One "hindsight is 20/20" type of thing though, I wouldn't have shown her your discoveries. Just let her freak out
and blame you for "randomly" leaving. Had you kept it cryptic she wouldn't have clarity with the situation, she'd
be unable to adapt, and thus she'd become sloppier with her next boyfriend. You protected her from the chaos of
not knowing.
By showing her your cards and what you know, she gets to go back to the lab and figure out how to hide it better
next time. I get it though, you wanted to show her how much of a lying con-artist bitch she was, you wanted to
show her how heartless she was. Trying to influence her in some way. It doesn't matter, she'll just hamster it all
away, she doesn't see reality like you do. In her mind, at the end of the day it's never her fault. If it's never her
fault she can live with the cognitive dissonance of hurting people she purports to love.
You didn't deserve the pain and betrayal, but look at the bright side, now you're free.
[deleted] • 15 points • 1 February, 2019 03:21 PM*

WOW. Way to start my day, sitting at the breakfast bar, zoned out of reality. Thanks for your story. Saved for a
future kick in the balls. Hope you recover from this brother! My ONLY question is: why? If she had everything
she needed and didn’t struggle for money...why do it? I once asked a Vegas escort why she does what she does:
attention.
BluetoothMcGee • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:08 AM

What do all people with power want? More power.
TheRabbitTunnel • 2 points • 6 February, 2019 11:13 AM

The scorpion and the frog
1st10Amendments • 14 points • 1 February, 2019 03:37 PM

When I was in the USAF, my last supervisor was a female of about my age who was a single mom with a
mixed-race daughter of about 6 years of age. She (my supervisor) was either divorced or in the process.
I was nearing 30 and found her attractive, so I would talk to her every chance I got.
In the course of those conversations I found out that she had been a prostitute in Pittsburgh, PA.
That relationship went nowhere, thank God.
deathtocontrollers • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 05:30 PM

In the course of those conversations I found out that she had been a prostitute in Pittsburgh, PA.
It's a lot more common than you think, considering the economy in the USA has been shit for a long time
and college and university is so expensive.
Nagi21 • 14 points • 1 February, 2019 04:08 PM

Unorthodox opinion: aside from the almost marrying her bit and forgetting rule 1, it doesn't seem like you did
much wrong. You and her split the rent, you had some good times, got to bang a hot chick people were paying
for for free. Up until forgetting not to marry them, I say it went about as well as possible until the inevitable end.
boy_named_su • 13 points • 1 February, 2019 05:33 PM*

Jesus, man. This is the best MGTOW writeup I've seen.
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There were red flags, you just didn't see them:
1. Lawyer
2. Big city girl
3. Met online
And probably others you didn't mention. You also should have known better than to move in w her without
being engaged
I have a sneaking suspicion that the Great Recession hit millenials so hard that every single one of them is a
sugar baby or has fucked for money
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 4 points • 2 February, 2019 02:52 AM

I agree although here is the biggest red flag I ignored.
She's a woman. ;)
richbeezy • 14 points • 1 February, 2019 06:45 PM

Getting into a relationship is like doing a bunch of cocaine.
It feels so damn awesome when you’re on it (beginning), but then it makes you feel like dog shit when its ending
(coming down).
And THAT folks, is why I don’t deal with EITHER.
rejac218 • 14 points • 1 February, 2019 04:01 PM

Be very thankful my friend....that there are no babies...and no joint investments of any kind. You did well. Never
ever....trust a bitch.
TerraEarth • 11 points • 1 February, 2019 03:58 PM

You escaped from the jaws of the beast.
BeckyLynchIsBetter • 10 points • 1 February, 2019 05:26 PM

You were meant to see that message. God said, "Nigga, don't propose. She a hoe. Check the messages!" And
behold, he freed you from an evil woman. Sorry you had to go through that though. Keep your head up.
deathtocontrollers • 8 points • 1 February, 2019 05:28 PM

Yeah, if he married that slut...his life would be pure hell right now.
wildfireboat • 12 points • 1 February, 2019 06:46 PM

I know the feeling when your heart drops. It hurts.
But how did you get over this pain?
MGTOW really is a support group.
Men who have been played by girls, the law, the court, sisters, mothers, etc.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:32 AM

I mostly read a lot of self improvement books and bought some psychology books to learn how people can
be nuts (this is covert narcisism work at play). The more I read the more I realized what these type of women
really are.
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bonoto98 • 11 points • 1 February, 2019 03:26 PM

"Must I remember? why, she would hang on him, As if increase of appetite had grown By what it fed on: and
yet, within a month-- Let me not think on't--Frailty, thy name is woman!"
Man, that Shakespeare guy was right about a few things.
[deleted] • 10 points • 1 February, 2019 03:28 PM

I felt your experience just reading this shit. Takes a long ass time to recover from something like that. What an
incredible example of AWALT.
jacketguy • 9 points • 1 February, 2019 04:45 PM

WOW.... i want to commend u for two things
1. your perfect execution in dealing with the situation... only a mgtow could do it like that.. flawless
1. writing your experiences out so well, and sharing it for us to learn from
macheagle • 11 points • 1 February, 2019 05:29 PM

Brother, I had to give you my first Reddit gold. Your story resonated very strongly with me and what happened
to my most recent LTR. Thank you for sharing your story with your brethren so that we can be reminded of what
must never be forgotten. All the best to you brother.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:53 AM

Thanks so much! I'm gonna edit my post but to help understand where to go from here, read my other story...
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW2/comments/alb5kp/46_divorced_never_been_happier_advice_to_young
er/
The last 10 years since this happened to me has been amazing as MGTOW and it only gets better.
Gibits • 10 points • 1 February, 2019 04:33 PM

Geez that was rough. And coming from a former PUA. It just proves to me the O in MGTOW should stand for
only rather than own.
No one is immune to female nature. Not incels, tradcons, betas, alphas, Chads, Tyrones. Not even women
themselves. Go monk. Go your own way.
Noxian-All-Star • 10 points • 1 February, 2019 04:51 PM

This shit is off the fucking rails
PhantomCowboy • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 06:33 PM

the uber chameleon thots have landed

ThunderNecklace • 11 points • 1 February, 2019 05:11 PM

What I've come to ponder over and realize, is that the deception men have fallen under is that the relationship
between sexual partners is a substitute for the relationship of Brotherhood.
This is not true. The only truly fulfilling relationship a man can have is with his brother in arms. People who act
towards the same goal as you.
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Thinking back on my life, it becomes remarkably clear how true this is. I've never found it meaningful or
worthwhile to "socialize" with people. But you get me and my gaming buddies together as we play and train to
become national contenders? The bonds are real, which is why they're still my only friends ~10 years later.
/u/Liquid_Leopard I don't know you, but I understand and empathize with your struggles. "MGTOW and
AWALT, and never forget it" indeed.
rapcitii • 9 points • 1 February, 2019 04:09 PM

proud of you,
people don't post failures of embarrassing moments
Staircase1978 • 8 points • 1 February, 2019 04:52 PM

I can totally relate. My story is very similar, except I did marry.
I don't regret it because I have fully custody of an awesome 4 year old boy. And I learned more knowledge from
that experience than all 4 years of college combined.
Disbursed-operant • 9 points • 1 February, 2019 05:28 PM

Man I feel for you. I really do. I've been in nearly the exact same situation and it suuuuccckkks..
It sucks because the three things we innately value about women is
1. Youth and beauty. (You get one like this, and you're happy because you got that nice pussy. And you get
validation for being the guy who got the pretty girl)
2. Kindness. (Because shes not worth staying with if shes a total bitch, we want to be treated well and be
around someone we like)
3. Loyalty. (That shes ours. We're both satisfied and enjoy eachother so much that we wouldn't stray. I'm
yours, you're mine kindof thing)
Those are the qualities that make your "unicorn".
Man you got number one for sure, and what sucks is that you had every reason to believe her. And found out that
it was all a lie. You're right, it feels like being slammed by a god-damned mountain.
I'm hoping that you're doing better now, and moving past that. You now have immutable proof that truly all
women are like that and unicorns do not exist.
So tell us man, what are you doing to improve yourself and be satisfied walking the path? How do you mgtow
these days? What's good with you?
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 03:18 AM

I edited this post to reflect it was almost 10 years ago this happened to me (right after my divorce), but I
wanted to share the story that pushed me other the edge. Here is where I am in life now after living
MGTOW...
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW2/comments/alb5kp/46_divorced_never_been_happier_advice_to_young
er/
NotMyWomen • 10 points • 1 February, 2019 06:29 PM

Hope you read this comment (it will be at the bottom):
She will attempt to contact you again, months, or years down the line.
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Change your email/phone number if possible.
She’s classified you as a beta with long term prospects; she’ll remember 20 years from now when she’s got 4
STDs and 0 looks.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:38 AM

Actually this is a story from several years ago, but I wanted to share with the community why I went full
MGTOW. She has reached out to me but since I'm not on social media (other than IG...
@the_unknown_adventure) I just ignored her texts. For all she knows she's texting a different #.
NotMyWomen • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 07:09 PM

Exactly.
Great job. Just wanted to make sure.
ducaati • 8 points • 1 February, 2019 03:09 PM*

Wow. What could I add to this? In light of your story and those of others, it would seem the future of western
humanity is indeed bleak, and in a steep nosedive. You are a most fortunate fellow, saved from the very heavy
yoke of matrimony. Stay strong, brother!
BadassGT-CS • 8 points • 1 February, 2019 03:50 PM

Damn, what a fucked up tale. Thanks for sharing Brother. Peace and Love!
[deleted] • 9 points • 1 February, 2019 04:31 PM

Thank you for this. These type of posts are what keep me coming back and remembering that AWALT.
Drawrtist123 • 8 points • 1 February, 2019 04:50 PM

Dude.. There's the red-pill, and even black pills. The pill you took here though... It's a pill that has no
description.
Yet you seem to be doing fine (dear god man, I really hope you're able to move forward for yourself now, and
hopefully telling your story here has helped). How you explained your world spinning hit home for me as I went
through a partially similar experience. One tiny fight and a lie about who drove her home later sent my world
crashing down around me. AWALT. Every. Last. One. Only consequences can stop it - and women don't have
any.
[deleted] • 10 points • 1 February, 2019 05:17 PM

She already established that she was untrustworthy. I might have held back the binder to see how she responded
(you suspected she'd use gaslighting). I think it'd be interesting to see if she at least tried honesty as a last-ditch
effort, or whatever other gambit she would have used. Honesty, at that point, it would be too little, too late, but...
You might get to see a chameleon try on a shade of male virtue. It's sometimes interesting to see women try on
the truth (before they decide it doesn't look good on them).
But, a note on holding frame: I was just brutally red-pilled toward this woman (actually a few women) for our
relationship(s)... They called me a misogynist but they agreed with my estimation of female nature... You know,
it's like the story of the frog and the scorpion: you know they're going to sting you, you tell them you know
they're going to sting you, and they sting you... but they knew what they were doing, I knew what they were
doing. They're bad people and they know they're bad people when you confront them... She admits she's a
hypergamous bitch, but it doesn't change anything. It's just too integral to their person. You'll never find a
woman who doesn't have a woman's nature, despite all the trappings and appearances. You might find a woman
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who's still discovering herself, but deep down, AWALT.
...
It'd be nice if scorpions made better pets, but it's just better not to let scorpions into your bed. Best case scenario:
you have a grateful scorpion who stings you. Worst case scenario: you have a vengeful scorpion who stings you.
Leave them outside to kill pests and don't fuck with them.
[deleted] 1 February, 2019 06:48 PM*

[removed]
battle_of_homme • 7 points • 1 February, 2019 02:20 PM

Welcome.
You should post this on TRP.
Paladin2903 • 9 points • 1 February, 2019 02:43 PM

TRP doesn’t exist anymore. At least to my knowledge. I think they banned it.
jkarovskaya • 14 points • 1 February, 2019 03:18 PM

nah, they're still out there at /r/theRedPill , and they have 3x the subscriber base, not surprising
considering how hungry men are for skirt
Most of them will learn the hard way that even if you have high SMV you can be left in the ditch holding
the bag
Paladin2903 • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 03:19 PM

It says that the community is quarantined, and nothing can be viewed.
jkarovskaya • 8 points • 1 February, 2019 03:23 PM

Yeah, it's quarantined, there's a Reddit notice in sidebar saying,
This community is dedicated to shocking or offensive content.
I think might be cuz ur on mobiel, I'm on a PC, try these
https://www.reddit.com/r/help/comments/9k8vy8/how_to_view_quarantined_subreddits_on_mob
ile/
scarletlagomorph • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 04:17 PM

The fuck's the point of that, mate? They'll just say it's his fault. He didn't lift enough or hold frame well
enough or whatever fucking gibberish they use.
deathtocontrollers • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 05:31 PM

They will just tell him, he didn't do a good job of holding frame and acted too beta etc...blah blah blah.
battle_of_homme • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 04:29 PM

Might save a few brothers.
Schwaggaccino • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 08:41 PM

Well to be honest, there's two sides to every story. Pretty much everyone claims innocence when they tell
their story although I don't think OP is lying. I've experienced that shit myself.
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rooster-one4 • 7 points • 1 February, 2019 03:15 PM

Thank you for your story and experience.
I have one question - you never asked her about how she could afford living expenses or more?
[deleted] • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 04:32 PM

I think he said her "uncle" helped her with expenses.
rooster-one4 • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 05:03 PM

The term Uncle is funny to me. My ex used to say that the variety of men that came to 'visit' was her
uncle....my daughter grew up thinking that her mom had 30 brothers.
NotLuceBree • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 03:40 PM

Holy shit.
BludgeonVIII • 7 points • 1 February, 2019 04:39 PM

I mean, at least she didn't gaslight you or attack you for "invading her privacy" or anything, but still man...holy
shit...
I'm so sorry you had to go through that.
[deleted] 1 February, 2019 06:31 PM*

[deleted]
NotMyWomen • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 06:51 PM

Anytime a female is into traditionally male hobbies, walk away.
kattbollar • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 04:36 PM

I met Lisa on the Bumble dating app.
She was basically a dude mindset in a hot girl with a nice rack.
No red flags, huh?
deathtocontrollers • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 05:29 PM

Bumble dating app. <--PolukranosEatsWords • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 01:20 AM

I'm sad that I had to scroll so far down for this.
Met a unicorn on a fuck app? Get real.
user_miki • 8 points • 1 February, 2019 05:25 PM*

Yes there are many PUA converted to MGTOW.They thought there were smart and knew better ,,but they ended
up on the same place they rejected at first,....MGTOW.
AWALT name is not coming from thin air is from experience of many many burned men in the past.
How many more men will learn the hard way this lesson.
deathtocontrollers • 7 points • 1 February, 2019 05:27 PM
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PUAs are fools who think they have been given cheat codes to a game that is unbeatable and then find out
the cheat codes don't work.
[deleted] • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 09:07 PM

Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A

SPLAT

bitcoin-optimist • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 04:09 PM

/u/Liquid_Leopard You know what's really crazy? These kinds of stories aren't even uncommon.
massy525 • 6 points • 1 February, 2019 04:22 PM

Thanks for sharing. It really does help the community.
Just an interesting fyi if you go to the sugar daddy sites and look at profiles I would say upwards of 80% of them
say they are law or business majors looking for tuition help. You already missed a huge red flag on the female
lawyer/business major. They are the worst of the worst.
I consider myself very intelligent and knowledgeable in red pill theory
I hope you now realize you are suffering from dunning-kruger effect.
Dontneedflashbro • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 05:15 PM

Never go 50/50 with a woman. This includes rent and the idea of having a equal input. Seek respect and not love
from a woman. To be honest while reading your post I envisioned a beta.
deathtocontrollers • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 05:29 PM

I guess he just had to do a better job of holding frame, brah!
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:55 AM

Not sure how red or blue pill I was. This was a decade ago and wanted to share how I got here...guess I'll edit
my story to reflect that. I'm in a much better place now that I'm fully MGTOW
MattFoley79 • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 06:02 PM

Soulless. I couldn't sleep at night if I were leading on a girl like this. For her it was just business as usual.
TruthSeekingPerson • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 06:04 PM

If you are going to get involved with women you have to stay indifferent to them. If you hand your soul to them
you can be destroyed.
There's something to be said about the benefits of traditional values that modern society scoffed at. Limiting the
access women have to men is one of the only ways to ensure fidelity. When you have men and women working
side-by-side you can usually forget about fidelity. When you give women access to the internet to find men
through Facebook and Tinder you can forget it too.
I don't know what the solution is. It seems like dating is going to die out as men stop trusting women in any
romantic situation. We truly are entering a new era where chaos will reign until men restore order to things.
markus_brutus • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 06:17 PM

I feel that in order to truly swallow the red pill you have to experience 'true love' at least once. Otherwise you'll
always wonder "what if".
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Your wound will leave a scar and the scar will be a reminder of the true nature of a woman.
Stay strong brother, i know it's hard but in the end you'll come out a better man.
massy525 • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 06:27 PM

Nah, I've never been in love and I absolutely believe red pill with no doubts. I've been with my share of
"wife material" girls as well.
markus_brutus • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:04 PM

I think it's a theory vs practice problem.
You can study and know about martial arts but if you haven't had hand to hand training then the
knowledge won't help you much.
OP was well versed in their ways and was feeling alpha but one day a beauty changed his world, i can
relate.
massy525 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:19 PM

True but this is more like chess than martial arts.
NotMyWomen • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 06:20 PM

Their lies and deception are evolving.
No problem.
So are we.
[deleted] • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 06:28 PM

Brutal. There's just no going back anymore. MGTOW is the only option.
TotesMessenger • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 03:47 PM*

I'm a bot, bleep, bloop. Someone has linked to this thread from another place on reddit:
[/r/theredpillstories] How my fully vetted, carefully screened, law student/unicorn girlfriend was secretly a
prostitute and how a watch saved my life • r/MGTOW
[/r/u_jacob109tl] How my fully vetted, carefully screened, law student/unicorn girlfriend was secretly a
prostitute and how a watch saved my life.
[/r/u_richiesco12] How my fully vetted, carefully screened, law student/unicorn girlfriend was secretly a
prostitute and how a watch saved my life.
If you follow any of the above links, please respect the rules of reddit and don't vote in the other threads. (Info / Contact)

Mithos301 • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 04:23 PM

Damn man. I'm glad you found out when you did, though it was unfortunate it couldn't have been sooner.
Thanks for posting this; great for young MGTOWs and Red Pilled Men to hear. A lot of guys think it can't or
won't happen to them. These are a great reminder that AWALT and Unicorns don't exist in real life
deathtocontrollers • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 05:20 PM*

Thanks for sharing so all the blue pillars and purple pillars here can get their heads out of their asses. AWALT.
No guys, you wont find your rainbow unicorn camel with wings in your lifeitme.
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Emberwatch • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 05:53 PM

Women can't love. Only satisfy their cravings.
She is never yours... It is only your turn.
Never... get attached...
N19864 • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 06:00 PM

We have new members daily, younger members with questions and advice concerns and I think we need to
keep the fires and the anger stoked... keep fresh in our minds how women, their stupidity, selfishness, and
hate can ruin men's lives.

I thought MGTOW is not about anger which most likely would lead to hate. We would become like feminists.
Indifference is the way. If one lucky guy gets married to a Western Unicorn and lives in union until death, then I
would be happy for him (and her). There numbers are rare in the West. In countries where the laws are not so
lopsided, where prenups are actually valid and patriarchy rules, marriage still works.

Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:47 AM

Anger can be constructive too. I don't hate women, and I'm not currently angry at a single thing in the world,
but I had to eat anger when first going MGTOW to keep the emptiness and hate for the system at bay until I
learned. Once cooler heads prevail and we get our feet under us, we can circle back to the young angry guys
and give sage advice. This happened to me almodt a decade ago, but I share the story to let new members
know they aren't alone and that my stories and advice come from a place where I know what they are going
through.
My recent station in life:
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW2/comments/alb5kp/46_divorced_never_been_happier_advice_to_young
er/
N19864 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 10:40 AM

Thanks for link and sharing the story. I never knew about MGTOW2
tramese • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 06:09 PM

some women are honest up front, others play the long con...you got longed my friend.
there is no greater danger than underestimating your opponent.
the natural evolution of TRP and PUA is MGTOW.
[deleted] • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 06:09 PM

Damn this hit me hard
[deleted] • 5 points • 1 February, 2019 06:16 PM

Buy that watch lol
jacketguy • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 06:26 PM

what was her face like when u gave her the binder/let her know u found out
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Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:43 AM

Just left it on the pile of her shit outside. Never talked to her. Didn't want her seeing me upset or red eyed
from crying honestly. Wanted to go out with her not knowing it effected me.
jacketguy • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 02:45 AM

oh wow... u did it like a boss i see.. well im glad u found out the truth.. and thanks for responding to my
question
jmbfaria • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 07:19 PM

You should have revealed everything to everyone in her social circle. You could have saved a bro dude. Bet she
stills cheating some nice dude and sucking dick outside town.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:29 AM

When you get crushed like that, it wasn't revenge time, it was curl up and heal time. I'm glad I took the high
road, I walked away with my head high and kept my dignity at least.
JMD173 • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 08:17 PM

Another reason educated women are often worse relationship material. They literally think all men are stupid.
All I see is more potential for issues the more educated a woman.
Spezzit • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 11:25 PM

Educated=indoctrinated
Welcome to [current year]
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:25 AM

Well said. Educated or not AWALT
Zachjsrf • 4 points • 1 February, 2019 09:37 PM

Biggest red flag!?
CROSSFIT.
DiscombobulatedSalt2 • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 10:13 PM

I just want to tell you that you are good man, and we understand you, we know in how shitty life we are
together. Keep strong.
Also AWALT. No exceptions.
jacketguy • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 02:47 AM

i love how u protected yourself against the inevitable gaslighting, that is CRUCIAL
Watermelon_Soldier • 6 points • 2 February, 2019 03:07 AM

Saddest part of this story for me was the part where you said how mad you were at yourself for “being fooled”
and “falling for it”
IMO that’s the worst part. Because I’ve been there. And I’ve hated myself for “being that stupid” which is really
a shame because we are not the ones at fault in this situation. She is the terrible person who did the terrible thing.
The fact that women have the power to make men feel bad about themselves is I think a woman’s most
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dangerous weapon. I’ve, in the past, let women tell me how I should feel about myself. Ive had moments where
I’ve been in such dark places, hating myself for being so foolish and falling so blindly for the trap. But lesson
learned. I will never allow a woman to try to make me feel that way again because I won’t put myself in that
situation anymore
MesaBoogeyMan • 5 points • 2 February, 2019 01:52 PM

Sweet jesus man. Its posts like yours that will help people understand exactly why we choose ourselves over the
plantation. Thanks for your post. My weekend just got better knowing I will never allow myself to be fooled
again or a slave to anyone.
MajorNugget • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 06:02 PM

Sorry you had to deal with this bullshit.
I'm glad you got out before getting married or having kids or anything.
She would have taken you for all you had
Dmapguy • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 06:10 PM

I was more or less subscribing to the PUA community and mind set; playing on women's weaknesses to get laid
and have fun.
You mean RMG, DDJ, Rollo, and 21 Studios way of life.
LFC90cat • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 06:42 PM

always wanted to hang out with me and our mutual friends,
What happened to them? What did they ask?
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:33 AM

I just said we broke up. They were mostly dudes we rode motorcycle with so they just said they were sorry to
hear about it then we went riding. Men are so simple in comparison to women haha.
thearmchairwarrior • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 07:10 PM

My only other friend a female was a law student, now a lawyer and went to a very expensive school for it. She
told me alot of female law students are escorts and strippers. and they don't hide the fact. Oh my friend is over
weight lol. So she spilling the beans on the females to me since college LOL.
RomeoAndGilette • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 07:23 PM

Did you hold frame?
Jk. That fucking blows dude. Cold world.
tirsomasterpupil • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 12:04 AM

Thanks for that chuckle. Cold world indeed.
mentalidade_logica • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 08:05 PM

Dam!
This would make THE perfect MGTOW movie!
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JaeWolves • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 08:15 PM

Thanks for sharing OP. I’m sorry this happened to you; but at the same time glad that it did before you got
further down that poisonous hole. I shared a somewhat similar experience in thinking I found a unicorn.
Especially how our interest lined up so perfectly. She quickly became my best friend because none of my guy
friends even shared that same amount of interests and hobbies. After 5 years of hell and seeing her ride the Cock
carousel, I realized her only real hobby was mirroring the things that the men in her aim have. Never thought
anyone’s interests right down to their Spotify playlist could change so quickly.
It all helped me in retrospect. My best friend of 25 years doesn’t share half of my interests and hobbies, riding in
the car together sucks because we can barely take legate each other’s musical interests, but that dude would take
a bullet for me and I for him. The loyalty is real, and the conversations too. There’s no bullshit or manipulation,
no hidden agendas. Just real people always keeping it real. I wouldn’t trade a boatload of 10’s for my best friend.
red_matrix • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 08:21 PM

Instagram girls constantly get PM’d over dates, sugar daddy arrangements and all kinds of strange offers for
freaky sex, pay for play, etc. if your girl is moderately attractive she will get hit up with all kinds of offers for
paid sex, guys will fly these women to NYC, Dubai, Rome, etc. And a lot of young girls end up taking these
offers (they just keep quiet). Instagram is a giant escort website and most girls know this. Have you noticed how
many girls travel solo these days? Look at all those Instagram girls in Dubai, Bora Bora, Bali, France, etc. How
do you think these broke ass girls can afford to travel and stay at these Five Star resorts?
Morb357 • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 08:56 PM

Send this story to DDJ and AngryMGTOW. They seem headed down similar paths.
TaiYongMedical • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 09:35 PM

Posting in a legendary thread.
[deleted] • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 10:18 PM*

Goddamn bro. Sorry that that cunt played you like a fucking worthless, low, amoral snake.
Thank you for the life lesson. I grew up with older sisters, several female cousins, and several aunts. I sure as
fuck learned early not to trust these bitches because I learned that:
women have no guiding principles, and no integrity. They are predators without moral compasses.
Still, it's easy to want to believe that "Oh... This one is different. She's so <good quality>. Surely she's a special
unicorn!". Especially when I meet women who seem to have morals and principles. What I've learned though is
that women's entire life is focused on deception and secrecy. Women have two faces: their public persona, and
their private, true persona.
Unless you're a female friend who they're close to, and who they confide all their juiciest gossip and
stories... you'll never know the true private persona of a woman. (Even then it's suspect).
I remember one day, at my sister's house, hanging out... another of my sisters was there as well. And then our
female cousin shows up, who is close to the other sister. I guess she was too excited to spread her gossip that
she forgot I was in the room-- This female cousin practically immediately, and so excitedly tells my sister, "Oh
my god! I have to tell you something! It's so crazy and gross! Julie (i.e. fake name of cousin's own sister, early
30s) just told me that she woke up today in the bed of a 70 year old man. She has been fucking this guy, and
possibly this other 70 year old guy..."
She said all of this, either not caring that I was sitting on a nearby couch in earshot, or she just didn't give a fuck,
because it was so normal for her.
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Now, I had eavesdropped on women before, including family, friends, and strangers at restaurants. But
still, I was fucking blown away. And I shouldn't have been... I should have known her capability. This
person had no loyalty to her own sister, and she was so fucking excited to share her new gossip, and talk shit
about her own sister, to my sister. Jesus fucking christ dude.
Women are all-- ALL sick. They're all fucked in the head. NEVER EVER TRUST THEM

Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:14 AM

Jesus man. Yeah I have been MGTOW for several years now. Never gonna have a repeat again.
aidsgoblin • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 10:24 PM

That was a horse-sized suppository of a redpill.
JohnMcCainToHell • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:56 PM

LARP
This is straight MGTOW porn.
[deleted] 1 February, 2019 10:57 PM*

[deleted]
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:10 AM

Hope my current update helps you for what you have to look forward to... The story above was several years
ago now.
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW2/comments/alb5kp/46_divorced_never_been_happier_advice_to_young
er/
Hot5oup • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 10:58 PM

Damn man. You seem like a bright and together dude. I sighed several times reading your story, reliving that
same feeling of a mountain leveling me after facing a similar life-changing event when I was younger. Sorry this
happened to you. You have a lot of potential and are obviously smart. Glad to see your defenses have increased
to prevent this shit from happening again.
OddPhilosopher1 • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 11:01 PM

I am sorry that you had to go through this. Thank you for sharing though, I've had a rough past couple of days
struggling with loneliness and needed to be reminded of why it is better to walk alone than to walk alongside
someone carrying a concealed knife ready to stab you in the back multiple times, no matter how great of a man
you are. It is just never enough for them. Again, thank you for reminding me, your goal has been achieved at
least for one person.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:09 AM

Hope it helped. It was a long time ago but it's what got me MGTWO. Read my other story for some advice
and an update as to where I am now
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW2/comments/alb5kp/46_divorced_never_been_happier_advice_to_young
er/
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In_This_Here_Economy • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 11:11 PM

I saved this shit.
A poignant reminder. I felt every bit of this as I read it.
Glad you survived and found this place.
[deleted] • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 11:21 PM

your first real error was assuming there are women that are not whores. that falls under the AWALT tree of
awalt-isms. all women are whores. not some...all. and it's only a matter of time. i've had girls tell me they'd never
fuck and were verifiable virgins, but a few rightly places kisses on the neck and they were ready for penetration.
It's in their DNA.
I've dated the most well raised, low n-count women and i've dated whores. there isn't a huge difference even
when you take the extremes on both ends. especially in the modern age, even the good girls are just ticking time
bombs, maybe you catch them before they fully whore out, but even the virgin strictly raised girls do eventually
as its promoted by our culture.
I just think of women as like cats in heat. that meowing, moaning annoying call, just can' help it but call to be
fucked type of animal. its just in their blood. I have good relationships with women as long as i follow one very
strict rule, that is to only trust them when they are in my sight. physically that is. like i've had a few girlfriends i
lived with and we spent most of each others time together, we enjoyed being together and were together so much
it would be basically impossible to cheat in any concerning way since we were together so much. But if its
something casual, it's the oh we meet on the weekends sometimes casual dating, you can assume she's getting
trained deep orgy style when she's not with you.
uncle_hobo • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 11:22 PM

Wait, so she's a law student who has all these hobbies and runs marathons? She liked to spend all her time with
you and your mutual friends? She had a conference for school in NYC? This doesn't add up. I've been through
law school - it dominates your life. There's no time to train for a marathon, let alone have all those hobbies and
time for hanging out. When did she have time to read, prepare outlines, and study? And I've never heard of
having to attend a conference in another city for school. Wouldn't one of your red flags have been how she's
paying for school, or the debt she'd be in if she was taking student loans? As a runner, why would she take off
her Fenix and leave it lying around? I'm a runner, and every runner I know only takes off their Garmin to charge
it, and otherwise wears it all the time. If she's such a sneak, why did she leave it lying around where you could
see her notifications? There are plenty of actual stories of women behaving badly that justify contemplating
MGTOW. Making up carefully crafted, perfect stories of betrayal that are easy to see through won't help the
cause.
deathtocontrollers • 3 points • 1 February, 2019 11:47 PM

This should be stickied.
UrbanVikingX • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 12:53 AM

This is an anecdote, and it does not prove anything with regards to women.
ramfex21 • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 12:54 AM

It just amazes me how cold and calculating women can be. This is truely sociopathic behaviour. These days, this
behaviour is the norm amongst women. All they value is attention, period. There is no limit to what women will
do to gain her validation and attention hits.
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XavierMalory • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 03:18 PM

Sociopathic behavior among women is normal these days.
Meanwhile a man' normal behavior is being labeled a mental illness by the APA.
The inmates are running the asylum.
Emailfarhad • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 01:22 AM

Dude that story was so fucking deep. That pit in your stomach feel is almost unbearable and I could feel your
pain just reading each sentence. We must condition ourselves to realize there is no happy ending...just stack your
cash and have some really good friends. I’d also recommend ending your relationships with woman when they
are totally into you. They’ll keep coming back so you’ll have temporary companionship but never get too close.
Frantastiq • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 01:24 AM

Once I read that you met her in a dating app, I knew what was going to be the deal with. Women that are in
dating apps/websites it’s not most likely to actually get on a functioning date, but more of a sexual encounter.
I have friends of mine that have dónde the same bloody thing. Get on a dating site, get a match, see if it goes
towards sex, if it’s possible that this guy can give more than sex, then let’s try to catch that, actually is a decent
man with goals and wants to be successful, BAM, let’s drain all of that but “smartly”.
It’s truly a shame that you had to suffer from all of that, but hopefully you’ll stay more alarmed and probably
start learning tricks to prevent this from happening.
[deleted] • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 01:30 AM

The irony is that she doesn’t share your hobbies, women study men’s hobbies and pretend to be interested to
manipulate them.
psydelicdaydreamer • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 02:23 AM

Sorry fellas, I'm new here. What does red pill and blue pull exactly mean?
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 03:07 AM

Gotta tease you a little... Goggle is your friend haha. Here ya go brother and welcome to MGTOW.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_pill_and_blue_pill
psydelicdaydreamer • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 04:11 AM

Thank you brother. That was an.... enlightening read
XavierMalory • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:16 PM

Dont forget to read the Hospital Advisories on the right side of the r/MGTOW page.
[deleted] • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 02:47 AM*

There arent words for your story. I probably woudve passed out feon combination of anger sorrow anxietty and
despair, pure tunnel vision, heart pounding in my throat.
I went completely nuts just learning the last ex had gone on a date the weekend she dumped me.
When i disxovered this on a social media post 3 months later, the dude in photo from her date was referred to as
her boyfriend. We had been long distance for the last 3 months of relationship, so you'll never be able to
convince meshe wasnt already cheating on me with that guy before dumping me.
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Im thanking god right now that u did not marry this woman. When u think of this story, make that the moral, you
did not marry her. For all the hurt that u feel now she coudve destoryed ur entire existence had u married.
Godspeed
[deleted] 2 February, 2019 03:58 AM

[deleted]
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 04:12 AM

I emailed to mods for an answer as to why. Other than changing her profession and the dating site on which
we met (I have rl friends here on MGTOW and would rather not oust myself) the rest is completely the truth.
we shall see how they respond.
blind_sypher99 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 08:25 AM

you tried to hard to appeal to the community. that entire text is one fat brick of everything mgtow talks
about. it cheesy, poorly thought out and never happened
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 08:45 AM

I don't give a fuck about appealing to any community, especially an online one. I'm not bothered by
your disapproval and your right to feel about it the way you do is fair and your opinion.. however, if
my story helps a couple guys who are in a similar situation see they are heading down the same track
I did (which is what I gather from some of the original replies), then my time writing and sharing that
was worth it.
I know the first time I heard about a woman giving birth to her child, then stuffing it into a trash bag
and tossing in a dumpster... I had a hard time believing it too. Doesn't make it less real and that it
didn't happen.
blind_sypher99 • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 08:52 AM

I know the first time I heard about a woman giving birth to her child, then stuffing it into a
trash bag and tossing in a dumpster... I had a hard time believing it too.
You raise a fair point. I guess what I find so unbelievable is how good it was, at least from your
perspective.
(There is no end to this struggle, is there. Not in women, possessions , long life. Nothing.)
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 08:58 AM

Man honestly that's why I was so blinded and never saw it coming. I considered myself wary
and smart... "red pill", thought I was being careful, but you just can't let your guard down,
they burn you time after time. I hold no ill toward women still, but you just can't get feelings
for them, they will tear you up for it.
I think it's important to have struggle its what gives us strength and defines us, without it, we
have nothing to strive for and that's a truly empty life.
Red_pilledman • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 07:45 AM

http://archive.fo/zcJdF
Cristoff13 • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 10:20 AM
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If you're going to get a smartphone it pays to make sure privacy options are properly configured.
Going to law school is itself a red flag. If you're exceptional in some way it can be a good idea and a lucrative
career, but for the average person law school is a trap. Too many graduates, stagnant industry. And most
importantly, grossly overpriced degrees resulting in crippling debt. Although apparently your ex didn't have to
worry about that.
Paladin2903 • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 01:25 PM

This is very true. It’s an EXTREMELY cliquey, uppity, and snooty industry. You need to have major
connections to get anywhere — while also being talented at what you do. It’s not for the faint at heart, and
that’s why most new lawyers will fail.
It’s highly stressful, and if you don’t have the right connections, they will toss your resume in the bin. A
regular person also needs to graduate from a top law school, in order to even have a chance at succeeding. It
has to be a top 20 (nationwide) law school.
Also, another thing to keep in mind is that many legal jobs have been outsourced, which is why competition
and selection has become more stringent and snooty. I looked into becoming a lawyer (when I was younger)
and found all of this out.
DWShimoda • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 09:23 PM

I really don't see anything that I would call:

fully vetted, carefully screened
Doesn't appear that you actually did ANYTHING of the sort, you just fell for the bog-standard "chameleon"
routine, that nearly every other guy does; you're just self-delusional in thinking that somehow your "character
analysis" was of a higher level...
Clearly it wasn't.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 3 February, 2019 02:40 AM

Agreed. My realization was no matter what you do, you're not gonna last.
pharmd718 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 04:20 PM

Wow. Thanks for sharing
Rimefang • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 04:37 PM

I am scared to read this, but I will eventually.
crypt0jakd • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 04:38 PM

Wow, what a read. I'm so sorry your situation unfolded the way it did, but can't thank you enough for posting
this well-thought-out story. I hope nothing but the best for you in the future, bro.
tirsomasterpupil • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 04:47 PM

Damn bro, tough read. Thank you for sharing this experience.
LFC90cat • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 04:57 PM

Was your gut saying anything? Or is that total bs and you were just blind?
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Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:56 AM

Man it sidelined me, total blind side.
TaiYongMedical • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 05:08 PM

Never Again.
NietzscheExplosion • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 05:08 PM

Thanks for my new " who hurt you generic answer"
SilverGryphon • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 05:41 PM

Why do the best red pill lessons and stories such as this come from Chads such as OP?
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:52 AM

Because sometimes we all assume that if I had done "x" differently I could be happy, or if I was a Chad I
could have a good girlfriend or whatev's. Truth is, if you can read about anyone (movie stars, musicians,
people that are rich, handsome etc) and see they get burned too... it can help us realize that everyone sooner
or later gets fried by women. I'm not Chad I dont think, but my N count is in the hundreds (I'm 46 now, the
story above was from a decade ago) and I always thought I knew women. You can never know women.
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 05:49 PM

This is fucking frightening, to think you could have ended up marrying this slut... Thank God for that watch.
NightOuts • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 05:58 PM

havnt read yet, but one thing to consider is the fact that many cam sites have thousands of girls stripping at a
time (they can block their local counrty) and your popular local escort site has hundreds/thousands of ads daily.
(new ads every minute)
for a woman - stripping, fucking for money or getting a sugar daddy is easily the fastest way to make good $ - so
many women may do it on the low. I know a couple women who had daily revenue's of $1000 - $1500.
will read the story shortly
PhantomCowboy • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 06:07 PM

You my friend just dodged a projectile of maximum lethality
AmatureProgrammer • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 06:38 PM

Fuck dude. Curious but what fourms do you browse? I'm curious. Can you send me a PM or just posted in the
replies? Thanks.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:36 AM

I'm new to reddit. I joined a year ago but just never read much other than stuff on crypto currency. I found
MGTOW after scouring the web for red pill, PUA and men not dating and staying single which led to
MGTOW. Buy some books or hit the web for covert narcisism and psychology books. Helped me a ton on
understanding what happened to me.
SmrtMouth1 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 06:48 PM

This actually just sent me on a wave of emotions and I say that as someone who isn't typically emotional when
reading these things. You seem like a genuinely good guy with a similar thought process to me. You also seemed
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well versed in your technology and are smart when it comes to tracking people down via the Internet and you're
very resourceful with what you did with the iPad. That's something I resonated with a lot and although it sucks
that you had to go through with all of this you were at least you were blessed with the wit to protect yourself
accordingly.
absolute_panic • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 06:52 PM

Fuck. This shit just triggered me. I just went through a very similar mind-destroyer breakup 2 months ago. I’m
so fucking sorry you had to go through this shit, man. It’s overwhelmingly devastating.
The upside is that this experience has served to galvanize your MGTOW mindset. Which is the way it fucking
should be. AWALT. Never forget and stay strong, brother. We are all here for you.
RepostGhostCst2Cst • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:03 PM

Shoulda sent that shit out lol.
CalifornianKIng • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:03 PM

Never date/marry lawyers.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 02:30 AM

Let me fix that for you...
Never date/marry
solwyvern • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:07 PM

meeting a girl on a dating app is a huge red flag. You become one horses in her carousel
urban_hermit91 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:09 PM

Thank you for sharing this story. I have been really vigilant in keeping my life private and not letting women in
but you never know when ideas of love and relationships can creep in ... this story only deepens my resolve to
live a mgtow life
chart6653 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:12 PM

I don't know what else to say except "Holy Shit." Thank you for sharing your painful story.
Red_pilledman • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:18 PM

It's stories like these that will keep me MGTOW forever, yes even if laws change.
Gravy_Gecko • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:34 PM

The only real mistake you made was catching feelings.
She was paying half the bills, buying you things, and giving you sex whenever?
You should have just kept that gravy train running. Most women will just fuck around on you without giving
you any of those three things.
DonnegalBreeze • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:35 PM

Is this real? It reads like a scare story.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:28 AM

I wish it wasn't. In hindsight I'm glad it happened as it changed me so hard that it made going MGTOW easy.
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Here is my other thread as to where I am in my life now.
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW2/comments/alb5kp/46_divorced_never_been_happier_advice_to_young
er/
otikokoso1 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:39 PM

Meeting a girl on a dating site is in itself a red flag
Forgotten_FuRyan • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:47 PM

The hardest lessons we learn are the ones we never forget.
anotherent • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:50 PM

This is gospel
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:52 PM

Hope you're doing better now, bro. Hard lesson but I'm glad you learned it before it was too late.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:27 AM

Oh yeah, this was years and years ago. Here's where I am today...
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW2/comments/alb5kp/46_divorced_never_been_happier_advice_to_young
er/
skomes99 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 07:58 PM

Did you just take a creative writing class?
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:26 AM

Haha no. I'm 46 and have written documents for work... I was on a plane from Bangkok to the Philippines
and had a lot of time to write a draft. Thanks for the compliment tho.
WachanIII • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:12 PM

I'm sorry buddy. That was devastating but you got out before the hole swallowed you into the abyss
Schwaggaccino • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:22 PM

What pisses me off more was the fact that you never heard from her again. Just like that. Gone. Not a single "I'm
sorry" or "I fucked up" text. Complete unemphatic narcissist. At least when I broke up with my ex, she still
called and texted me for a few months. I am somewhat emotional but I have no remorse for someone like that.
That's the biggest form of betrayal. For women, it's not about a connection or feelings or friends, it's just to
attract more resources even if things are going great. Everything she told you was a lie.
Part of the blame is on social media and another part of the blame is on weak ass thirsty men. I'm perfectly fine
with living by myself as long as I got close friends and family. I know they will be there in a heartbeat if I need
them but the average 2019 female? Lmao yah right. They are only there during your success.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:24 AM

I made it clear I did t want to hear from her, it's easier when you can start to heal immediately.
ChestyPullerton • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:32 PM

This brought up some strong past feelings for myself. My now ex wife came home from military training with a
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urinary tract infection. I took her to her appointment and she left her phone in the waiting room chair. Incoming
text from some guy saying he can’t believe how good she gives road head and can’t wait to fuck her tight ass
again. Those two things are very relevant because these are things she refused to do with me because she said
they were gross. I had a 5 and 7 year old child with her at the time and as my mind and heart raced I tried to tell
myself it was just some random miss-text. Once we got home I looked at the computer and saw in her search
history that she wasn’t smart enough to delete “ urinary tract infection from new sex partners “ My world came
crashing down. I’ve been divorced 6 years now. You dodged a hell of a bullet brother.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:23 AM

Damn man. Sorry to hear that. When I was 21 I had a girl I thought was solid fuck a buddy of mine while I
was training. He told me when I got home. Was pissed for him banging her but forgave him since it's not
really the dudes fault, it's the woman that is the gatekeeper to her pussy. If it hadn't been him it would have
been another dude and would have never found out since this was the days before cell phone (I'm 46)
Robin2Fast2Furious • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:39 PM

I would have not played all cards. Shouldn’t have given her that binder of all the screenshots. Just kick her out
and end it. Sometimes you don’t need to give a reason to ending things. Closure is not necessary in every
situation.
That way you won’t be liable for blackmailing her since it is premeditated due to taking effort to print and create
the binder. But either way, kudos.
PubliusVirgilius • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:39 PM

Every man who has doubts about MGTOW, should read this story.
There is no other option as going MGTOW.
vicsj • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:40 PM

What even is the point of women... Why are they still around? Are all of them evil? Every single one? If that's
the case, then why the fuck are they still around FFS.
What can we do to fix this issue? It's not like they can stop existing either because or else there won't be any new
children but it all seems so toxic... What are we supposed to do?
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:18 AM

Can't fix them... AWALT. Just walk away, MGTOW.
KosherMGTOW • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:40 PM

Crossfit? Really?
the_m3me_monster • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:41 PM

Think I’m the youngest one here lol
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:43 PM

Jesus Christ man. Fuck women.
the_m3me_monster • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 08:53 PM

Tell everyone she knows
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LimousineLibtard • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:01 PM

All women are just different degrees of whore. They were biologically programmed to be this way. Never expect
anything else from them and most importantly, never get attached.
Megitgud • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:03 PM

Oh boy how I missed a good cuck story, thanks mate. May this be a lesson to you married lurkers. What the
female does to look like a unicorn (and bait even the "red pilled") is called mirroring and it's just your turn. This
whole strategy is similar to Bait and Switch fraud in sales.
fuxkingweirdo666 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:21 PM

Where can I learn to be red pilled?
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:17 AM

Right here on MGTOW my friend. YouTube red pill theory and MGTOW.
fuxkingweirdo666 • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:25 AM

Sweet as, i'm sick of these females living on recruit difficulty and acting like parasites.
Gerrard1649 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:21 PM

I googled "S. A." and got Sexaholics Anonymous
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:17 AM

As I posted on another comment, I tried to cut my story down and so I left out some details. I dont remember
exactly what I searched for but I came across that after 15 mins or so, and from the context of her messages I
knew it was hookup related.
dark_kniggit • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:22 PM

Sorry mate, brutal. Good on you for handling it like a man.
Lessons for others - independent travel is a huge a red flag, in any context.
Often, the key sign is an outreach for connection. This is hypergamy in action. They'll seek to solidfy their
emotional anchor before going to whore it up.
There's very few ways a woman can go out of town and be trusted, but encountering this is a five alarm bell.
PyroManiacxx • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:29 PM

holy fuck man....good job
Oxychin • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:29 PM*

If something’s too good to be true, it’s probably too good to be true
TheGoldenStadium • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 09:59 PM

This right here, thanks for sharing this man because even as a red pilled man I was still date here and there but
this is my biggest fear.
U-94 • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:04 PM

Well you know she'd have never gotten pregnant because she'd lose that sweet hooker money.
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Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:15 AM

I had a vasectomy. If she said she was pregnant it would have been a dead giveaway she was cheating haha.
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:12 PM

This is so sad, I read most comment and all of us is just sad that most women cant be trusted. All we want is to
have 1 faithful women in our life, witch is not possible. Yet people call MGTOW a brunch of disrespectful bad
men.
Massgumption • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:25 PM

Dammit, did she even try explaining her position? Shocking.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:13 AM

She did, I wasn't having it.
Revorob • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:26 PM

have her shit gone by the weekend or I'd send copies to everyone she knew.
Were I in your situation, I'd probably still send copies to everyone she knew.
TheLightningMachine • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:32 PM

Hi. Thank you for sharing your experience with us. Did she destroy or damage anything on the way out?
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:12 AM

Nope. I have to assume she thought I would tell everyone what she did.
AncapGhxst • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 10:57 PM

You didn't mention anything about her childhood or how many sexual partners she had. You didn't vet properly
dude. Its obvious the only thing that kept you guys together was lust. What are her values and virtues? Obviously
we found out some of them here from finding out she's a prostitute but you didn't even search for all the other
potential red flags. What is her Adverse Childhood Experience score?
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:12 AM

Very late in dating I found out her father was an alcoholic and mother a narcissist. She lied about that too.
Lots of red flags after the fact but I learned my lesson... And well.
DaveC111 • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 12:02 AM

That shit hurts to read. Mine is different but similar enough. The reaction has been almost the same, though. GL,
brother! You're not alone!
[deleted] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 12:16 AM

always watch out for those "independent" and "smart" women. they think they own the fucking world. and our
media reinforces that
LogansGun • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 12:44 AM

I'm so sorry, man. Very well written post though I followed the story very well. But man I'm sorry to hear it.
I am one of the younger followers that you mention in your post and I am wondering what signs or "red flags" as
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you mentioned should I look out for? 19 years old btw.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 01:51 AM

Read through the chat on my other thread, a lot of good talk and info there...
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW2/comments/alb5kp/46_divorced_never_been_happier_advice_to_young
er/
flee_market • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 01:02 AM

All my reading and research... feeling I was smart and superior enough to not let this happen to me...all for
nothing. I got played.
You played yourself.
Yeah she did all that shit behind your back, but it was your willingness to ignore what you know and engage in
delusion that allowed it all to happen.
"This one will be different!"
This was a woman I could have thrown my life away on... a fucking whore for fuck sakes.
They're all whores. Every single last one.
Until no one will fuck them anymore, and then they're bitter ex-whores.
mercurg • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 01:08 AM

AWALT!
playitcooljack • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 01:31 AM

I'm so sorry to add to this dumpster fire because I've been there but you should know, she's also a cop. All
prostitutes are informants. Shot in the dark but if her initials are LP fucking RUN!
zAnklee • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 01:37 AM

That hurt for me to read, I'm sorry this happened to your brother. Stay on your own path and take care of
yourself.
TyrannicalWill • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:19 AM

Life is easy mode as a MGHOW when you don't need to subsidize a wife and kids.
mgotzinger • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 02:21 AM

Damn
J1N6666 • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 03:30 AM

Why was this removed? I see a ton of comments but no post. Im interested in the story.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 03:37 AM

https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW/comments/am1u3l/how_my_fully_vetted_carefully_screened_law/
the original on r/MGTOW
J1N6666 • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 04:11 AM

Well, i can’t see the post since all it says was “removed,” but regarding the title, im very sorry you had to
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go through that.
[deleted] • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 04:20 AM

Did someone save this post somewhere? Because it is so brutally honest and I want to read it again and again
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 04:22 AM

I can copy and pm it to ya if you want. I can't believe I spill my guts and people think it's so awful I'm lying..
but it is what it is I guess...
[deleted] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 04:25 AM

Your story fucking blew my mind man. I was literally shaking with pain just to read it. I cant imagine
how you must have been hurt... this is so brutal... like how fucking psychotic sociopath selfish she can
be? This is fucking scary
[deleted] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 04:27 AM

Please send it to be I will save it to read it when I need to remind me on how women can fuck up you
life... specially that right now I am about to fall in love with a new girlfriend... this could happen to me as
well...
[deleted] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 04:30 AM

Please send it
Gibits • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 04:27 AM

This was removed.... I hope OP didn’t take her back.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 04:32 AM

haha nah that was a long time ago. my update. in the years since...
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW2/comments/alb5kp/46_divorced_never_been_happier_advice_to_young
er/
CBDOnMyMind3 • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 09:43 AM

This is some shit, man. Glad you made it out OK, though. I also dealt with a psycho bitch who’s antics in the
final days could sell a blockbuster movie. Let me tell you something. They’re all whores. Every goddamn
motherfucking one of them. You can quote me on that.
HelmutHoffman • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 10:41 AM

The internet has ruined monogamous relationships forever and aye.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 10:56 AM

I think it is easier to catch them cheating, and easier for women to monkey branch, but the problem has
existed for as long as I can remember (90's) ...that being said, the internet is definitely ramping it up ten fold
theoracleofosiris • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 11:02 AM

You’re lucky you both were only dating. I had one like that too. No shared hobbies but we had 4 very good years
together.
We got away pretty easy though the emotional damage has been done. No kids. No alimony. No child support.
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No contact. A clean break.
JohnQPubliq • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 11:36 AM

Should have sent everything to her parents and friends anyway. Shes just going to do this shit again to the next
guy. If you nuke her entire life at least the guy after you has a fighting chance to catch wind of this stuff.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 3 points • 2 February, 2019 11:44 AM

I SERIOUSLY dove in head first to about a dozen books on Narcissism (after googling and researching
some of her red flag symptoms) and it landing me there...specifically covert, introverted and sexual
narcissism (Who knew that was a thing?!?) and every book says the same; until a narcissist wants to fix
themselves, their inner self is so damaged and vulnerable they MUST find a way to blame society, their
family, a pet...their houseplant... they just don't have the mental fortitude to handle the criticism and face it
head on. They are emotionally a 5 year old child pretending to be a functioning adult human being, and
sometimes doing it well. Even if I nuked her, she would say to herself that there was something wrong with
me, or if I outted her to family, she would say I was crazy and I made that stuff up because she broke up with
me and I was upset, and they lie to themselves so well sometimes they even start to believe it themselves.
They are very good at twisting truths to deflect and damage away from themselves as they can't handle how
ugly they are inside.
The only to win, is walking away.
JohnQPubliq • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 05:18 PM

You know why you fell into a relationship with this whore? Because the last guy she dated never tapped
you on the shoulder to give you a heads-up.
Dont be that guy. keep low key tabs on her which is easy as fuck since these cunts put everything on
social media and if somewhere down the road she lands another chump and they announce an
engagement and wedding plans? send that dude a private DM and ask to meet him in a coffee shop alone.
When he shows up you tell him to order a coffee and when he sits down you pull out a flask of high
quality liquor and spike that shit. Tell him to get a nice buzz and relax for a bit before you guys talk and
then calmly explain to him that before he marries this woman he needs to know the truth and then pull
out a binder with all the info you collected and the pictures of her texts and let him read it. When he asks
you why you are doing this just tell him that when you were dating her you wish one of her exes would
have done this to save you from being with this bitch and you felt the need to give the next guy a fighting
chance before he ruined his life. If he wants to ignore all of this and marry her anyway then go right
ahead but at least now he knows.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 05:55 PM

I would but part of me going MGTOW was deleting social media. I kept IG for my travel journal and
here... that's it. Before I left FB I did check her page, she never had any posts of any guys... probably
banging a few at once and doesn't want to get outted haha
Paladin2903 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 08:03 PM

In theory, this is a good idea, but in the real world, not so much. If I were him, I’m moving on and
forgetting the bitch ever existed.
The only reason it’s not a good idea, in the real world, is these blue pill simps live and die by the
woman.
Their entire world and happiness is built around their “pretty little princess.” Even when presented
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with facts and evidence, they will deny it (cognitive dissonance)....
Or, they will think the other guy is just trying to ruin his (or her) life, and they will negatively react,
and sometimes it will even be violently.
Never underestimate a blue pill guy that just had his whole world shattered by another guy — which
is what he views a competition. It usually never ends well.
Most people can’t handle the truth, and as much as they say they want it, they really don’t.
badaboomxx • 2 points • 2 February, 2019 03:20 PM

Well, at least you didn't end divorce raped. I got out before getting married twice, and at the end of the day I lose
my rage and I see the bright side of things, at least I didn't went deeper. Good luck.
soundmixer14 • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 03:15 PM

Damn.
Aguywithacamera • 2 points • 1 February, 2019 05:06 PM

I met her on Bumble.
Don’t feel sorry for you bro.
Liquid_Leopard[S] • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 02:56 AM

Haha we all learn the hard way.
S1ck0m0d3 • 1 point • 1 February, 2019 10:29 PM

Bookmarked. Don't delete it, I'm in a meeting ✊
guru_dimension12 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 12:03 AM

I’m so sorry you had to deal with this bro. I’m glad, however, that you have a community of men here who
understand exactly what you have been through. You are free now, and in a situation that countless men would
kill to be in.
I have to ask though
Wasn’t the fact that you met her on bumble already a red flag? Also, what is red pill about moving in with the
girl? That is like...Day 1 stuff?
hakoonamatata9 • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 12:46 PM

This is why I come here. To read stories like this. Helps me stay true to my path. Also, the more of these I read
the less I resent women. This is just their nature. Hating a woman for doing this shit is like hating a lion for
killing a deer.
That being said, stay away from the lions den. If you know what I mean.
XavierMalory • 1 point • 2 February, 2019 01:48 PM

For all the guys reading this, if you need more explanation, please check out this video by TFM
Love & Hypergamy
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